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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a comprehensive and detailed review of research to understand combustion instabilities (principally rare, random misfires and partial burns) in spray-guided stratified-charge (SGSC) engines operated at part load with highly stratified fuel-air-residual mixtures. The primary emphasis is on experiments using advanced high-speed optical imaging diagnostics to characterize and quantity the sensitivity of ignition and flame propagation to strong, cyclically varying temporal and spatial gradients in the flow field and in the fuel-air-residual mixture distribution. Modeling work is integrated in order to show the resulting advances in simulations, to extract additional insight, and to provide a conceptual framework for the discussion.

For SGSC engines using multi-hole injectors, significant findings include the beneficial effects of spark stretching and locally rich ignition. Combustion instability is dominated by convective flow fluctuations that impede motion of the flame kernel toward the bulk of the fuel, coupled with low flame speeds due to locally lean mixtures adjacent to the kernel. Significant differences are apparent in SGSC engines using outwardly opening piezo-electric injectors, in which ignition and early flame-kernel growth are influenced by the spray’s characteristic recirculation vortex. For both injections systems, several factors are identified that underlie the benefits of multi-pulse injection. The spray and the intake/compression-generated flow field influence each other, and flow-field fluctuations affect the spray and combustion stability with both injection systems.

Questions not resolved (by our own research or by that of others reviewed here) include (1) the extent to which rare random misfires in piezo SGSC engines are exclusively or predominantly caused by complete failure to form a flame kernel as opposed to failure of a flame kernel to survive and grow, which is the situation in multi-hole-injection SGSC engines; (2) the extent to which combustion proceeds via partially premixed flame propagation as opposed to
mixing-controlled combustion under the exceptionally late-injection conditions that permit SGSC operation on E85-like fuels with very low NOx and soot emissions; and (3) the effects of flow-field variability on later stages of combustion, where the mixing of the heterogeneous fuel-air distribution within the piston bowl becomes important.
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**Introduction**

In general, engine combustion is most efficient when the fuel-air mixture is diluted (with air or exhaust gas or both) as much as possible. Dilution (1) reduces part-load pumping losses compared to throttled operation, (2) reduces heat losses and NOx production by reducing the gas temperature in the cylinder, and (3) increases the ratio of specific heats $\gamma = C_p/C_v$ and thereby increases the work extracted per unit volume expansion. The downside is that dilution also reduces flame speed and can lead to problems with ignition and complete combustion. For spark-ignited (SI) gasoline engines, a propagating flame can be ignited and sustained over a relatively limited fuel-air-diluent range. Therefore, taking full benefit of charge dilution requires that the fuel-air mixture be concentrated in the ignitable range around the spark plug; in other words, the engine must operate with a stratified charge (SC).

The benefits of stratified SI engine operation, as well as its sensitivity to design and operating conditions, have long been recognized. A century ago (!), Ricardo\(^1\) experimented with a divided-chamber stratified-charge engine and concluded that working with a stratified charge . . . is possible and the high efficiency theoretically obtainable from it can be approached. The worst feature about it is that, if not just right, it may be very wrong; a small change in form or dimension may upset the whole system. (italics added)

**Types of stratified-charge SI engines**

The attraction of increased fuel efficiency has led to many efforts to bring stratified-charge SI engines into production. Some of these achieved a mild degree of stratification through timed port fuel injection and the interaction of the incoming fuel with the in-cylinder flow field, exploiting swirl\(^2\) or tumble\(^3,4\). These approaches will not be discussed further here.
More germane to the topic of this paper were early efforts with direct injection (DI)\textsuperscript{5,6}. These designs, which injected fuel more-or-less directly at the spark plug, fall into the category now referred to as spray-guided stratified-charge (SGSC) engines\textsuperscript{6} (Figure 1). Some of these programs were extensive in terms of time and resources (e.g., Texaco TCCS\textsuperscript{7-9}, Ford FCP and PROCO\textsuperscript{10-12}, General Motors DISC\textsuperscript{13-17}, and several DI two-stroke designs\textsuperscript{18}). United Parcel Service converted GM six-cylinder truck engines to the TCCS design; field tests in some 500 of their delivery trucks over a two-year period in the early 1980’s\textsuperscript{19} showed fuel-economy improvement of 30–35\% relative to the unmodified engine. A fleet of 100 vehicles equipped with air-assist-injection two-stroke SGSC engines was tested in Australia over a three-year period in the late 1990’s.\textsuperscript{20} Ultimately, however, all of these early spray-guided engine programs foundered due, at least in part, to one or more of the following problems: combustion instability, excessive unburned hydrocarbon (HC) and/or NOx emissions, and soot at heavier loads.\textsuperscript{6}

In the mid-1990’s, DI stratified-charge engines with a wider spacing between the injector and the spark plug reached production in Japan and Europe.\textsuperscript{6,21} Mitsubishi, Toyota and Nissan employed wall-guided side-injection configurations in which the fuel spray was directed at a contoured bowl or cavity in the piston crown that redirected the fuel cloud toward the spark plug (Figure 1, center), while VW employed an air-guided arrangement that relied more on the interaction of the in-cylinder air flow with the spray to form the desired stratified mixture (Figure 1, right). Unfortunately, these engines did not reach their full fuel-economy potential in real-world driving and also experienced problems with elevated HC and soot emissions. The HC emissions, which were a generic issue with these and earlier SC designs, were dominated by overmixing and lean flame quenching at the edges of the fuel cloud\textsuperscript{6,18}. Engine-out soot emissions originated predominantly in pool fires fed by liquid fuel films on the piston surface\textsuperscript{22}. NOx emissions reduction was – and continues to be – an issue for all SC engines because the engine operates with an overall lean fuel-air ratio, precluding the use of the traditional three-way catalyst that reduces NO in the absence of oxygen in the exhaust stream\textsuperscript{6}.
Spray-guided stratified-charge (SGSC) engines with improved fuel economy and lower emissions reached production in Europe initially in 2006 and continue in naturally aspirated and turbocharged designs. The close coupling (in both space and time) between injection and ignition in SG engines improves fuel economy by enabling expanded speed-load and dilution ranges for stratified operation. Viable SG engines also employ a carefully optimized piston bowl. Through its interaction with the spray downstream of the injector and spark plug, the bowl is important in stratified mixture preparation and therefore in flame development and combustion stability. The bowl is also crucial to confining the fuel in a relatively compact cloud and therefore to reducing unburned HCs from overly lean/dilute zones.

During ignition and flame-kernel growth, the close injection-ignition coupling in SGSC engines produces high velocities and intense turbulence (up to an order of magnitude higher than in homogeneous-charge SI engines). The spark plasma, the ignition kernel(s), and the growing flame all are subjected to steep and cyclically varying gradients in the liquid and vapor fuel concentrations and the velocity fields. These factors, which can produce unfavorable conditions for robust ignition and flame growth, are a central focus of this review.

The perennial problem of SGSC combustion instability

The issue of combustion stability – in particular, rare (often << 1:1000 cycles), apparently random misfires and partial burns that are not due to gross injection or ignition system failure – has plagued SC engines from the earliest attempts and continues to limit the maximum dilution and the range of injection and ignition timings that can be achieved in practice. Figure 2 illustrates the situation with a graph of indicated mean effective pressure.
(IMEP) for two sets of 375 consecutive fired cycles at light-load (near-idle) operation of a SGSC engine (to be described later). In one case, engine operation is highly stable. In the other data set, almost every cycle burns as well as in the first case except for a misfire and a partial burn.\textsuperscript{28} The two cases differ by only one degree in the spark timing, clearly illustrating Ricardo’s statement quoted above how sensitive stratified-charge operation can be. Reducing that sensitivity and increasing the robustness of SGSC operation is a major development goal.

Figure 2. Combustion stability for two spark timings (ST) in the University of Michigan optical engine. The physical end of injection is at 32°BTDC.\textsuperscript{28}

In practice, acceptable combustion stability in SGSC engines is evaluated by sweeping the injection (usually quoted as the commanded end-of-injection (EOI)) and ignition timings, seeking maximum IMEP (and minimum fuel consumption) subject to constraints on cyclic variation, misfire rate, and emissions (HCs, CO, NOx and soot). Cyclic variation is usually gauged by the coefficient of variation (COV) of IMEP; a maximum COV(IMEP) of 3–5% is typical. In this paper, misfires will be defined by IMEP < 0, while partial burns will usually be defined by a final fuel mass fraction burned FMFB < 0.6, although sometimes an IMEP criterion will be used for convenience. To probe key phenomena in combustion instability using optical (and other) diagnostics, we perturb dilution, spark timing and injection timing about the optimum while being careful that misfires and partial burns remain rare and random events, as we shall discuss in more detail later in the paper when we consider prior-cycle effects and fluctuations in spark characteristics, equivalence ratio and velocity.

Given the importance of ignition and early kernel growth to successful combustion (illustrated for SGSC in Figure 3), earlier studies using optical diagnostics in two-stroke SG and in four-stroke WG and AG engines naturally have focused on the fuel concentration near the
spark gap$^{6, 18, 29-31}$. Although fuel-air equivalence-ratio fluctuations over a sufficiently wide range to inhibit or prevent ignition were detected, there typically was not a simple correlation with combustion stability. For example, Ghandhi & Bracco$^{31}$ observed that a significant fraction of cycles in a two-stroke SGSC engine had a measured equivalence ratio far leaner than the lean ignitability limit, but nevertheless ignited and burned well. They attributed this behavior to significant movement of the stratified fuel-air mixture during the finite spark duration ($\sim 1$ ms), which could allow ignitable mixture to reach the spark even if it were not present there during the brief ($\sim 10$ ns) interval of their equivalence-ratio measurement.

Figure 3. Conditional heat-release analysis illustrates the importance of the earliest stage of combustion in a spray-guided stratified-charge engine that was intentionally operated off optimum conditions to obtain a wide range of final mass fraction burned (FMFB)$^{32}$. High-speed imaging of flame growth showed that the dashed line indicating 1% MFB corresponds to an equivalent flame diameter of about 10 mm.

**Scope of the paper**

This review concentrates on sources of combustion instability in SGSC engines operated at part load with highly stratified fuel-air-residual mixtures, focusing specifically on ignition and flame-kernel growth. Mid-burn and late-burn phenomena affect efficiency, IMEP and emissions through the phasing and completeness of the combustion event;$^{30}$ by definition, however, they have no effect on misfires. Moreover, Figure 3 implies that slow or delayed combustion at the earliest stage can significantly affect the overall success of SGSC combustion.$^{32}$ Mid- and late-burn phenomena will not be discussed further except in passing.

**SGSC Fuel-injection systems**
Two very different types of high-pressure (~10–20 MPa) gasoline injectors have dominated SGSC activity over the 10–15 years: solenoid-actuated inwardly-opening (pintle) multi-hole injectors and piezo-electrically-actuated outwardly opening injectors (which are sometimes called A-injectors). For brevity, we will refer to these simply as multi-hole (MH) and piezo injectors, respectively. The latter term is admittedly a partial misnomer since their distinctive spray structure (see below) does not depend intrinsically on piezo-electric actuation. Piezo-electric actuation provides variable lift and very fast response, which greatly facilitate precise fuel metering, especially for small injected quantities with closely spaced multiple injections. Under these conditions, in contrast, typical solenoid injectors operate in a ballistic regime (i.e., the injector does not fully open before it is commanded to close), and the precision and repeatability of closely spaced injections can be problematic. Considerable effort has been devoted to developing a rapid-response outwardly opening solenoid injector. Reviews and some comparisons of SGSC engines with multi-hole and piezo injectors using experiments and numerical simulation are available; further references and details will be included in the second half of this paper.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the basic spray structure differs greatly between multi-hole-and outwardly opening injectors (whether piezo- or solenoid-actuated). The piezo-injector spray has a hollow-cone structure, albeit with marked striations or filaments. Both multi-hole and piezo sprays maintain their basic structure but with reduced penetration for injection into increasingly dense gas. Increasing gas density also blurs the filamentary structure and accentuates the toroidal recirculation vortex that is just noticeable about halfway down the spray in the central column of Figure 4 and is more prominent at the tip of the spray on the right.
Figure 4. Side and bottom views of a spray from a multi-hole injector (nominal cone angle 60°) in a firing SGSC engine (left), and sprays into a quiescent chamber from an outwardly opening piezo-electric injector with a nominal cone angle of 90° under room-temperature, atmospheric-pressure conditions (center) and under high-temperature, high-pressure conditions typical of injection timing for stratified-charge combustion (right).

Organization of the paper

The significant differences between these two injector types create a natural division of this review paper into two major parts. First, we review combustion instability in SGSC engines with multi-hole injectors, drawing primarily on research in which we personally participated over the last fifteen years. Experiments employed systematic conditional sampling of in-cylinder-pressure measurements with more detailed high-speed (6–60 kHz) optical imaging diagnostics [particle-image velocimetry (PIV), planar imaging using Mie-scattering and planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF), spectrally resolved spark and flame chemiluminescence imaging] in order to characterize in-cylinder flows, fuel sprays, mixture formation, ignition, and combustion. The experimental results and insights have been supplemented by and interpreted within the understanding of spray-guided ignition and combustion that emerges from recent numerical simulations, which highlight the importance of local conditions along and in the vicinity of the extended spark channel (equivalence ratio, dilution, temperature, convective velocity, and turbulent velocity and equivalence-ratio fluctuations) for successful ignition and early flame-kernel development. In the second major division of the paper, we turn to SGSC engines with piezo injectors, where we must rely on the information in the open literature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Beginning with multi-hole-injection SGSC engines, we first describe the optical engines used in our own research. We then review
experimental results for the key phenomena involved for stable SGSC operation: fuel injection, mixture preparation, ignition, and flame-kernel growth. Next we summarize a comprehensive conceptual and modeling framework for SGSC combustion that developed from those experiments. With that foundation, we systematically review investigations of combustion instability in multi-hole-injection SGSC engines, considering liquid-fuel effects, spark characteristics, cycle-to-cycle coupling, and early flame-kernel motion. Having identified a dominant source of misfires and a significant source of partial burns, we then summarize numerical simulations of double-pulse injection with multi-hole injectors. We conclude our exposition on multi-hole-injection SGSC combustion by reviewing recent results with ethanol-dominated fuel blends, which shed additional light on SGSC combustion instability. Turning to piezo-injection SGSC engines, we follow the same basic path, beginning with stable engine operation and then seeking to identify factors that contribute to unstable ignition and flame-kernel growth. After touching briefly on current SGSC research and development directions, we complete the review by summarizing key points and offering several conclusions.

**Stable spray-guided combustion with multi-hole injectors**

Before discussing combustion instability in SG engines and its sources, we first summarize the conceptual/modeling framework and its experimental foundation as they have emerged from multi-hole-injection SGSC research. This approach will also serve to outline the stages of combustion, discuss critical phenomena, and establish nomenclature and descriptors. In this section, we focus primarily on “average” behavior that occurs during stable combustion with low cyclic dispersion. The experimental results shown below are selective rather than exhaustive, but are backed up by thousands of high-speed images that show the illustrated phenomena.

**Optical engines**

Figure 5 shows optical SGSC engines used in our experiments at General Motors R&D (GM), and The University of Michigan (UM). All obtain optical access through quartz windows in the bottom of their piston bowls using a Bowditch extended-piston/mirror arrangement as well as side access to the clearance volume and to part of the piston bowl via quartz windows in the cylinder head. The second-generation Gen 2 optical engine design differs from the earlier Gen 1 by aligning the injector and spark plug along an axis parallel rather than
perpendicular to the crankshaft, and by locating the spark plug more centrally and in a more vertical orientation. Another difference is that the Gen 1 engine typically operated with near-zero swirl whereas swirl was enhanced in the Gen 2 engine by deactivating one intake valve. The optical engine at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)\textsuperscript{55-58} used to study SGSC operation with ethanol-gasoline fuel blends (e.g., E85) is similar to the Gen 2 with some differences in the modifications for optical access. The UM engine has a full quartz cylinder, whereas the GM and SNL engines have a cooled metal cylinder. The 4-mm square region downstream of the fuel jet and to the right of the spark plug in the UM engine was used to evaluate the equivalence ratio from high-speed planar PLIF data as well as a representative local velocity from PIV. The engines all employ eight-hole solenoid injectors [nominal spray “umbrella” angles of 60° (GM, SNL) and 90° (UM)], extended-electrode spark plugs, and high-energy coil ignition systems.

All four engines were capable of continuous firing over hundreds or thousands of consecutive cycles at the light and moderate loads of interest for stratified operation in naturally aspirated engines. The UM piston-bowl geometry provided full side- and bottom-view optical access, but was somewhat removed from a truly realistic design by its flat surfaces and square corners. The UM engine’s range of stable SGSC operation was therefore narrower than in the more realistic Gen 1, Gen 2 and SNL engines, which had more restricted optical access. Comparison with all-metal (optically impaired) engines with geometries similar to the Gen 1\textsuperscript{59} and Gen 2\textsuperscript{37, 60, 61} optical engines showed reasonable fidelity of the combustion process (e.g., IMEP, COV(IMEP), and early burn durations). Details of the GM, SNL and UM optical engines, including the cylinder-head and piston-bowl and the intake port designs of the two engines, are different enough that the overall conclusions drawn from the measurements are likely to be generic in character.

Readers are referred to the original papers for details of operating conditions and other experimental apparatus such as lasers and high-speed cameras.
Figure 5. Optical-access engines used at General Motors R&D (left) and The University of Michigan (right).

Fuel injection and mixture preparation

Figure 6 shows an example from high-speed Mie-scattering imaging of the fuel spray in the Gen 1 optical engine as the spray approaches the spark plug. The bottom view shows that two spray plumes (almost) straddle the center and ground electrodes. The impacting orientation in which one plume directly strikes the center electrode was used in the UM engine and in some of the GM Gen 1 experiments.
Typical injection and spark timings in the GM, UM and other multi-hole-injection SG engines are such that the middle or the tail end of the spray is at or just past the spark gap when the spark is fired. (The less typical “head ignition” as the spray approaches the spark gap will be discussed later, in particular for ethanol-dominated fuel blends.) As illustrated in Figure 7, spark-emission spectroscopy uses CN*-radical emission (385-nm wavelength), normalized by instantaneous spark energy, to provide quantitative measurements of the fuel concentration (expressed here as equivalence ratio) experienced by the spark plasma. The amount of liquid fuel encountered by the spark can also be estimated from C2*-emission (516-nm wavelength). Figure 7 makes clear that substantial and rapidly varying amounts of liquid fuel are present at typical ignition timings, consistent with high-speed Mie-scattering imaging. Furthermore, even for optimum injection and spark timings (end-of-injection command at 48°BTDC with 40° spark advance), Figure 7 demonstrates that the multi-cycle ensemble-average vapor equivalence ratio is very rich ($<\phi> \approx 2.8$ at 40°BTDC) and the cyclic variations in equivalence ratio are large (rms variation $\sigma(\phi) \approx 1.8$). Computational-fluid-dynamics (CFD) simulation using the GMTEC code yielded results in fairly good agreement with the mean values.
Figure 7. Spark-emission spectroscopy measurements of vapor and liquid fuel at spark gap vs. crank angle in the Gen 1 engine together with CFD simulation. Vertical bars indicate measured rms cycle-to-cycle variation in vapor fuel equivalence ratio. The relative amount of liquid fuel is obtained from C$_2^*$ emission and is scaled to match the CFD result at CA = -44°.$^{34,46,49}$

Two frames from simultaneous high-speed PIV and PLIF imaging (biacetyl tracer in iso-octane fuel excited with a 355-nm pulsed laser) in the UM optical engine provide a consistent and complementary story. In this example, the physical end of injection is at crank angle 328° and the spark is fired one degree later. The mean equivalence ratios at and downstream of the spark plug (with respect to the spray) are very rich and exhibit steep gradients and rapid variation in time. The mean velocity field displays the effect of the spray momentum, but other complex flow structures are apparent.$^{50}$

Figure 8. Combined high-speed PLIF imaging of ensemble-mean equivalence ratio superimposed on high-speed PIV measurements of ensemble-mean velocity in a plane through the spark gap in the UM optical engine. The intake air has been diluted with 26% nitrogen to simulate EGR.$^{50}$
**Ignition and flame kernel growth**

*Experimental observations.* A feature of the intense spray-spark interaction that is important to ignition and early flame-kernel growth but that is not apparent in either Figure 7 or Figure 8 is the dramatic stretching of the spark plasma channel by the local velocity field, which reflects the combined effects of spray-induced gas motion and the in-cylinder flow field that results from the intake and compression processes. Figure 9 (left) shows a superposition of two successive spark plasma (CN*) images recorded in the Gen 2 engine at 24 000 frames/s. Also shown on the right are the velocity vectors along the plasma channel obtained using a PIV-like cross-correlation analysis. Steep gradients in velocity and in the CN* intensity (relative fuel concentration or equivalence ratio experienced by the spark plasma) are evident on sub-millimeter scales (i.e., smaller than typical CFD mesh cells).45, 65

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** High-speed (24000 frames/s) high-resolution imaging of spark-plasma stretching due to spray-spark interaction in the Gen 2 engine. **Left:** Two successive images of CN* intensity. **Right:** Resulting velocity vectors and relative equivalence ratio along the spark channel.

As shown by the traces of spark (secondary) current and voltage in Figure 10, which were recorded simultaneously with high-speed imaging (not shown), spark stretching during the glow discharge phase is accompanied by an increase in spark voltage until the ignition system can no longer sustain the discharge, at which point a restrike – which may be directly across the spark gap or into the existing stretched plasma channel – will occur if sufficient energy remains in the ignition system coils. The upper example in Figure 10 is for non-injected homogeneous-charge operation with stretching only by the intake-compression-generated flow field48; the spark
duration is approximately 2.15 ms. In contrast the lower portion of Figure 10 is for direct injection with “head ignition,” i.e., the spark is fired shortly before the arrival of the spray plume at the plug. The high-frequency restrikes reflects very rapid stretching by the intense spray-induced flow\textsuperscript{36, 45, 48} and perhaps momentary extinctions due to liquid droplets passing through the plasma\textsuperscript{66}. The more intense spray-spark interaction exhausts the energy stored in the ignition system more rapidly, \textsuperscript{34, 42, 45} and the overall duration of the spark event is much shorter (about 1.3 ms), even though the total energy delivered to the spark gap (which averages about 120 mJ in the GM experiments) typically increases with higher velocities and greater spark stretching\textsuperscript{51, 67}.

![Figure 10](image_url)

**Figure 10.** Spark (secondary) voltage and current traces recorded in the Gen 1 optical engine without fuel injection (upper)\textsuperscript{48} and with the spark fired just before the spray plume reaches the spark plug (lower). The average spark energy for these conditions is 120 mJ.

Figure 11 illustrates two key aspects of ignition and early-kernel development that differ greatly from conventional premixed-charge SI operation. First, as evidenced by broadband (350–800-nm) high-speed imaging, ignition occurs in locally rich regions along the extended spark channel (Figure 11a)\textsuperscript{60, 65, 68}, with rich glowing “fireballs” detaching from the spark channel (Figure 11b). Second – in marked contrast to the usual picture of an initially spherical flame kernel that gradually becomes more wrinkled by turbulence as it grows – the flame kernel here is non-spherical and highly wrinkled (<~ 1 mm) at even the earliest times (Figure 11c). The images in Figure 11c were obtained using sodium-enhanced combustion luminosity imaging\textsuperscript{45, 69}, in which thermal emission from a sodium-containing additive in the fuel provides strong, visible-wavelength emission from combustion that otherwise emits predominantly in the ultraviolet and
is therefore invisible to a non-intensified camera. The results in Figure 11 are completely consistent with high-speed planar Mie-scattering imaging of ignition and early flame development as well as with a study in the UM engine using a combination of toluene LIF for fuel distribution imaging and high speed OH* imaging to locate the spark plasma and the developing flame.

Figure 11. (a) and (b): High-speed broadband (350–800 nm) images of localized rich ignition and combustion in the Gen 2 optical engine. (c) High-speed sodium-enhanced luminosity imaging of local ignition and wrinkled, non-spherical early flame kernel growth. Note that in this view, the mean swirl and tumble flows reinforce one another near the spark plug, while the spray plumes induce a flow into the page.

Conceptual and modeling framework.

The experimental observations outlined here have provided the foundation for a new comprehensive framework for modeling ignition and combustion in spray-guided engines that has yielded new insight as well as very good agreement with experimental measurements. Here we summarize and illustrate the conceptual and physical aspects of this approach, including a few key comparisons to measurements. The SparkCIMM (spark channel ignition monitoring model) formulation, numerical approach and comparison with experiment have been fully detailed in. The calculations were carried out using the AC-FLuX code, an updated version of GMTEC.

Key features of the SparkCIMM framework are:
• Realistic sub-grid-scale modeling of the stretched spark plasma by the local flow field is implemented using marker particles that are advected by the local flow field. Restrikes are incorporated when the spark length reaches 10 mm, consistent with experimental observations.

• Local ignition is modeled by launching a nascent flame kernel (50-µm radius, based on the observed plasma-channel width; cf. Figure 9) anywhere along the extended spark channel that both chemical and turbulence criteria for local ignition and kernel-growth are met.
  • The chemical criterion requires that the local temperature of the combustible gas, excited by the simulated plasma channel it surrounds, exceeds the critical crossover or thermal-runaway temperature ($T^0$) for which chain branching reactions dominate chain termination reaction. This criterion is evaluated by a modified detailed chemical kinetics flamelet model.
  • The turbulence criterion requires that the second Karlovitz number $Ka_\delta = (l_\delta/\eta_K)^2 < 1$, where $l_\delta$ is the inner flame reaction zone thickness and $\eta_K$ is the Kolmogorov length scale, i.e., the scale of the smallest turbulent eddies in the flow field. Physically, this criterion embodies the idea that turbulent eddies on the scale of $l_\delta$ or smaller can penetrate and disrupt the inner reaction zone, preventing formation of a flame kernel or extinguishing an existing kernel, whereas eddies that are significantly larger than $l_\delta$ wrinkle the flame surface and increase the turbulent flame surface area and burning rate.
  • Energy input from spark to flame kernel is modeled with a simple top-hat function, but a lumped-parameter model of the inductive ignition system could be incorporated as done elsewhere\(^\text{73-75}\).

• Multiple flame kernels grow and merge in response to local conditions. Flame growth is tracked by marker particles until the flame is large enough to resolve on the computational grid, after which a level-set approach is applied to track the mean turbulent flame front.
  • A detailed-chemistry flamelet model incorporates local variations in enthalpy (droplet vaporization, heat losses to surfaces, e.g., electrodes), equivalence ratio, velocity, and the substantial turbulent fluctuations in each of these variables. Together with the effects of strong local curvature and molecular fuel properties as embodied by the local (non-unity) Lewis and Markstein numbers, these features lead to non-spherical
early flame growth as shown in Figure 12. These features are consistent with those observed from experiments (Figure 11c). A classical spherical flame kernel model, however, fails to qualitatively reproduce this characteristic flame topology.

![SparkCIMM vs Single Flame Kernel Model](image)

**Figure 12.** Numerical simulation of early flame front propagation using the SparkCIMM framework and a classical spherical flame kernel ignition model. SparkCIMM shows features of non-spherical flame kernel growth. Adapted from 65.

Figure 13 shows SparkCIMM calculations of equivalence ratios, turbulence kinetic energy, and velocity experienced by the spark plasma channel at three times (0.22, 0.33 and 0.55 ms) after spark breakdown for the Gen 2 engine. The modeled spark stretching and equivalence-ratio gradients are strikingly similar to the experimental results in Figure 9 and Figure 11. The yellow sphere in Figure 13 marks a nascent flame kernel. Ignition is substantially delayed from spark initiation, beginning at 0.49 ms (out of a typical spark duration ~1–3 ms; cf. Figure 10).
Furthermore, ignition occurs at a surprisingly rich equivalence ratio (\(\phi \approx 3.5\)), which is much richer even than the optimum \(\phi \approx 1.5\) found for a wall-guided stratified-charge engine\(^{29}\). The near-stoichiometric (\(\phi \approx 1\)) portion of the spark channel – where ignition would usually be expected to occur first – experiences turbulence that is too intense for good ignition and flame propagation (the Karlovitz-number criterion at work). As illustrated by the detailed-chemistry flamelet calculations in Figure 14, the related effects of Lewis number, stretch and curvature favor ignition in rich zones under conditions of high dilution\(^{65,70}\).

**Figure 13.** Numerical simulation of spark stretching and local ignition for three times (0.22, 0.33 and 0.55 ms) after spark breakdown. The yellow sphere represents a nascent flame kernel that ignites in a locally rich region\(^{68}\).

**Figure 14.** Detailed-chemistry calculations of laminar flame speed vs. equivalence ratio under highly diluted conditions (EGR mass fraction \(Y_{\text{Dil}} = 0.3\)) for a classical planar flame and for a highly curved (1-mm radius) flame using the non-unity Lewis-number SparkCIMM framework. The laminar flame speed for the curved flame is suppressed on the lean side of stoichiometric and greatly enhanced at equivalence ratios richer than the planar case’s flammability limit (dashed green line). The calculations are for PRF87 reference fuel at 10 bar pressure and unburned gas temperature of 700 K. Adapted from \(^{70}\).

The simulations described here were carried out in a RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) formulation, so that the effects of turbulent fluctuations in enthalpy, equivalence ratio and velocity (kinetic energy) are reflected in the predicted mean behavior, but cyclic dispersion in combustion (e.g., cyclic variation in IMEP) is not predicted directly. An important aspect of the SparkCIMM framework, however, is that its G-equation formulation does provide a metric of
flame intermittency or variability through an explicit equation for the flamefront probability, which is directly comparable to experimental observations. Experimentally, the flamefront probability is evaluated from a series of planar flame images recorded at the same crank angle in many engine cycles. Binarizing the images (1 in enflamed regions and 0 in unburned gas) and averaging the results provides a spatial probability distribution of detected flame or burned gas. Measured flame probability is shown in the center column of Figure 15 for three times after spark breakdown. The left and right columns show the results of calculations with the same chemistry but with a simpler single-kernel ignition model vs. the full SparkCIMM approach respectively. The simpler model neglects spark stretching, lacks local ignition criteria, and ignores effects of fluctuations in equivalence ratio and velocity on early flame-kernel-growth. The elongated shape and growth of the early flame kernel seen in the experiment are predicted reasonably well by the full SparkCIMM approach, whereas at the earliest times the simpler model fails to predict these characteristic features of spray-guided ignition and early combustion. Furthermore, note the high degree of variability (or, in a RANS context, the thick turbulent flame brush) implied by the flame probability values, which are substantially below unity, even for this example with low cyclic dispersion [COV(IMEP) < 5%]. Although SG combustion in the UM engine has not been simulated, experiments show similar variability in inflamed-gas probability distributions (Figure 16).

Figure 15. Experimental flamefront probability distributions evaluated from 200 consecutive engine cycles (center) compared to simulations using a simple single-kernel ignition model (left) and the full SparkCIMM approach (right).
Figure 16. Flamefront probability distributions measured in the UM optical engine for well-burning cycles at different nitrogen dilution levels and two spark timings\textsuperscript{50}.

\textbf{Main and late combustion stages.} Although the focus of this review is on ignition and early combustion as sources of SG combustion instability, it is worthwhile to summarize a few points regarding later stages of combustion. Figure 17 compares simulated and experimental cylinder-pressure and heat-release results for an all-metal version of the Gen 2 engine at three speed-load conditions\textsuperscript{60}. The 2000 RPM speed and load are the same as used in the Gen 2 optical-engine experiments. The overall agreement of simulation and experiment in Figure 17 is excellent. The spray and combustion submodel parameters (“constants”) have not been specifically adjusted to achieve agreement in this calculation. However, the various model parameters have been extensively refined over a period of years by colleagues using comparisons to spray measurements (primarily penetration and drop size and velocity) in high-pressure spray chambers, fundamental combustion validation studies, iterative intake simulations to capture discharge coefficients, etc.
Another point is that the SparkCIMM G-equation formulation simulates combustion as flame propagation through all phases, in contrast to earlier concepts and simulations of stratified-charge combustion that invoked a two-stage process in which flame propagation was followed by mixing-controlled burnout\textsuperscript{21, 34, 49, 77}, i.e., turbulent-diffusive combustion of rich products (unburned fuel, fuel fragments, CO, etc.) as they mix with lean, hot post-flame gases. Experimental observations suggestive of later-stage mixing-controlled combustion included heat-release rates proportional to the amount of unburned fuel remaining in the cylinder\textsuperscript{18, 77} and bright, broadband combustion luminosity typically associated with thermal emission from locally rich, diffusive combustion (in contrast to chemiluminescence from early-stage premixed combustion that is much less intense at visible wavelengths)\textsuperscript{18, 34, 49, 78, 79}. In the earlier GM simulations\textsuperscript{34, 49}, the presumed mixing-controlled combustion was simulated using an eddy-dissipation model (effectively single-step kinetics). In the present simulations, the detailed chemistry model predicts that the fuel is consumed in the flame except if the turbulence- and chemistry-based combustion criteria produce local extinction when the flame encounters unburnable mixture conditions (recall, however, that mixtures are predicted to be burnable for substantially richer equivalence ratios than in\textsuperscript{49}). The detailed chemistry also deals with oxidation of CO, fuel fragments, etc. Comparison with experiment shows that the simulation only slightly underpredicts the total engine-out unburned hydrocarbons and CO (e.g., simulated combustion efficiency 93.4\% vs. 97.4\% for the experiment at the 2000 RPM condition in Figure 17.\textsuperscript{60}
Figure 17. Comparison of SparkCIMM calculations of cylinder pressure and heat-release rate compared to experiments in an all-metal engine of the Gen 2 design for three speeds and loads\textsuperscript{60}.

**Instability of spray-guided combustion with multi-hole injectors**

The Introduction mentioned the failure of earlier attempts to relate combustion stability in SG two-stroke and WG four-stroke definitively to the fuel distribution at spark onset. This situation no longer seems very surprising in view of the ignition and flame-kernel-growth phenomena discussed in the preceding section. It is now clear that spark ignition, especially in SG engines, is extended in space and time and must be characterized as such. The ignition event is much more complex than the simple concept of the spark as a nearly instantaneous energy source that is localized across the $\sim$$1$-mm electrode gap and that initiates a spherical flame kernel within the gap. Furthermore, the flame kernel in the SGSC engines above does not develop quasi-spherically by gradual wrinkling in response to the turbulent in-cylinder flow. To seek sources of instability in SGSC combustion, we therefore turn to further high-speed imaging studies that follow the evolution of the spark and the local flow, spray, mixture and spark conditions within individual cycles and over many consecutive cycles.
**Liquid fuel**

High-speed imaging in both the GM and UM optical engines shows that some liquid fuel is often present around the time of ignition and early flame-kernel development. Liquid fuel might affect the spark itself or it might cause heat loss from the flame kernel, so it is necessary to assess whether liquid fuel affects combustion instability.

As illustrated earlier (Figure 7), spectrally resolved high-speed imaging of C$_2$* emission from the spark provides a rough relative measure of the amount of liquid fuel that the spark has encountered. However, extensive characterization of the C$_2$* intensity during the spark event (in conjunction with time-resolved spark voltage and current measurements) over thousands of cycles and for varying dilution, injection timing and ignition timing failed to correlate this measure of liquid fuel with the incidence of unstable combustion in the Gen 1 optical engine.

High-speed planar Mie-scattering imaging of the fuel spray in the Gen 1 engine using a long-distance microscope, illustrated in Figure 18, showed substantial cyclic variability in the fuel spray as it approaches the spark plug. Variability observed included the spray angle and significant small scale (~1–2 mm) non-uniformities in the liquid distribution, as gauged from the Mie-scattering intensity, which is a measure of total droplet surface area for droplets in the ~15µm range produced by the multi-hole injectors used here. Such fluctuations have been linked to unsteady cavitation within the injector nozzle holes. However, as discussed in detail in, neither spray-angle fluctuations (observed within individual cycles as well as from cycle to cycle) nor liquid-distribution non-uniformities correlated with the incidence of misfires or partial burns in the Gen 1 engine. This is in contrast to an earlier study in a SGSC engine using an outwardly opening piezo-electric injector that found spray-angle fluctuations to correlate with combustion instability.
Figure 18. Selected high-resolution planar Mie-scattering images of the fuel spray from one engine cycle (red) overlaid on corresponding images of the ensemble average of 100 continuously fired cycles at the same crank angles (green). With this representation, a spray image would appear yellow throughout if the individual-cycle and ensemble-average images agreed perfectly. Mie-scattering intensities along lines perpendicular to the cylinder axis are plotted at two distances from the injector. The field of view is 9 mm high, and the spark plug is just out of the field of view at the lower right. The individual-cycle images for this cycle show a wider spray angle than seen in the ensemble average. All cycles showed a much less uniform liquid distribution approaching the spark plug than the average.

*Spark and equivalence-ratio fluctuations*

One potential suspect in combustion instability is the incidence of restrikes which, as Figure 10 illustrates, can be frequent in SG engines. A restrike might detach a nascent flame
kernel from the spark channel and thereby deprive it of further energy input, or the spark plasma created by a restrike might be in an unfavorable (e.g., fuel deficient) zone. For more-or-less optimized injection and spark timings, however, extensive attempts to relate the frequency of restrikes to combustion instability have also failed.

In view of the stress placed earlier on the role of the extended spark channel in SG ignition and the fact that spark duration and energy, equivalence ratio and flow velocity all exhibit significant variations from cycle to cycle, one might well suspect combustion instability to correlate to one or more of these properties, either separately or in combination. In all the experiments conducted in our laboratories over several years of intensive investigation, however, no straightforward correlation of this type has emerged. Figure 19 illustrates the situation for SG combustion with strong and dilute mixtures (0 and 26% of air replaced with nitrogen, respectively) in the UM optical engine (Figure 5). Misfires, partial burns and normal-combustion cycles are all scattered randomly and span the same ranges in the plots of spark energy vs. spark duration (Figure 19a,b) and local equivalence ratio vs. local velocity (Figure 19c,d). For low dilution (Figure 19a,c), there is a slight association of partial burns and misfires with low equivalence ratio and low velocity as measured at spark onset and within the 4×4-mm square region indicated by dashed lines to the right of the spark gap in Figure 5. At the highest dilution (Figure 19b,d), this preference no longer exists, but misfires and partial burns still occur across the population of well burned cycles. An important observation is that in all misfires and partial burn cycles, flame kernels were observed at and immediately after ignition but did not evolve to robust combustion. With an exception for an unusual operating condition to be discussed next, flame kernels were also always observed in the Gen 1 and Gen 2 data.
Figure 19. Conditions near the spark gap for dilute SG combustion in the UM optical engine: (a, b) spark energy vs. spark duration; (c, d) equivalence ratio and spatial mean velocity evaluated in the 4×4-mm square region indicated by dashed lines to the right of the spark gap in Figure 5. For all cycles, a flammable mixture exists. No consistent distinguishes misfires and partial burns from normal combustion cycles. Conditions: 45 mJ mean spark energy with (a, c) 0% nitrogen dilution and spark timing 329° = 31°BTDC; (b, d) 26% nitrogen dilution and spark timing 329° = 31°BTDC. Dashed lines indicate the ensemble average values. Adapted from 50.

Overadvanced ignition. A notable and instructive exception to the statements of the preceding two paragraphs can occur if the spark is fired well before the start of injection45 (“head ignition”). Figure 20 contrasts an extreme example (spark timing 62°BTDC) with the optimum spark timing of 34°BTDC for 15% nitrogen dilution in the Gen 2 optical engine. For both spark timings, the commanded end-of-injection (EOI) was 40°BTDC and the physical start of injection (SOI), when fuel emerged from the injector, was about 47°BTDC. Figure 20a shows very stable combustion for the optimum 34° spark advance [COV(IMEP) = 1.8%]. For the greatly overadvanced 62°BTDC spark timing, all cycles burn well except for a small number of total misfires.
Figure 20. (a) Combustion stability, (b) spatially integrated combustion luminosity (viewed through the piston-bottom window) and (c) mass-burning rate in the Gen 2 optical engine with 15% nitrogen dilution for two spark advances (SA): the optimum timing of $34^\circ$BTDC and a greatly overadvanced timing of $62^\circ$BTDC such that the spark is fired well before the start of injection. In (a), open blue circles denote the $34^\circ$ spark advance and open black squares denote $62^\circ$ spark advance. Note that the misfires are followed by cycles with slightly higher than average IMEP due to unburned fuel retained in the cylinder. Adapted from\textsuperscript{45}.

Because the $62^\circ$ spark advance is before the start of fuel injection, the early spark channel is stretched relatively gradually by the turbulent in-cylinder flow (e.g., Figure 10 upper). However, as the spray reaches the spark plasma, the strong spray-induced flow (and perhaps spark interaction with liquid droplets) leads to multiple, very rapid restrikes (similar to but sometimes more violent than in the lower portion of Figure 10) in all cycles. During the most intense spray-spark interaction, spark luminosity is observed, but no flame kernel develops because the proper combination of local equivalence ratio and turbulence intensity is not present;
the discussion associated with Figure 13 suggests that this is because the mean velocity and turbulence intensity are too high. The ensemble- and spatially-averaged sodium-enhanced combustion luminosity and heat-release data in Figure 20b,c show that, on average, sustained ignition does not occur until about 28°BTDC, i.e., the about the same time that successful ignition is observed for the optimal 34°BTDC spark timing.

This behavior originates in the fact that, as illustrated in Figure 10, strong spray-spark interaction and extensive restriking deplete the available spark energy more rapidly and shorten the spark duration compared to less severe conditions. High-speed imaging shows that for the optimal spark timing of 34°BTDC in Figure 20, the spark is fired roughly 0.6 ms after the spray arrives at the electrodes whereas for the overadvanced spark timing of 62°BTDC, the spark is fired roughly 1.5 ms before the spray arrives. The spark durations illustrated in Figure 10 are 2.15 and 1.3 ms, however, so it is not surprising that for the misfire cycles in Figure 20a, insufficient spark energy remains to ignite the mixture by the time that favorable equivalence ratio, velocity and turbulence intensity conditions finally prevail near the end of the injection event. In other words, for the very early spark timing, combustion is either near optimum (because the mixture will be rich and the N₂ dilution level here is moderate) if adequate spark energy is still present or a complete misfire without formation of a flame kernel if it is not. Note that this is the only situation in which we have observed misfires without flame-kernel formation in multi-hole SGSC engines.

The highly overadvanced spark timing in Figure 20 represents an extreme example of “head ignition,” i.e., trying to ignite the head of the spray as it approaches the spark gap, in contrast to the more usual situation of “tail ignition” in which much or all of the spray has passed the spark gap before the spark is fired. Head ignition will be discussed later in connection with recent SNL results on SG combustion using ethanol-dominated fuel blends⁵⁶-⁵⁸.

Prior-cycle effects

A question that naturally arises – especially in engines with a high residual fraction – is the extent to which successive cycles are coupled. This is assessed using the return map in Figure 21, in which the IMEPs of successive cycles are cross-plotted⁵⁰. Figure 21 employs a large statistical ensemble including a range of dilutions and spark timings from the UM optical engine. In general, misfire and partial-burn cycles (identified here on an IMEP basis rather than using final
mass fraction burned) are preceded and followed by normal cycles, except for the most dilute case where two poor cycles occur in succession. For these most dilute cases, overall combustion stability is poor enough [COV(IMEP) up to 36%] that two poor cycles in a row could well occur for a completely random process. A slightly stronger-than-normal cycle typically follows a misfire due to unburned fuel retained in the cylinder (this is very apparent with the isolated misfires in Figure 20a). Statistically, misfires and partial burns are rare (~1% or less) random events that are not significantly coupled to the preceding cycle.

![Figure 21](image)

**Figure 21.** Return map in which IMEP values for all cycles are plotted against IMEP values of the preceding cycle for several dilution levels and spark timings (ST). Misfire (MF), partial burn (PB) and well burning (WB) IMEP ranges are indicated along the axes. All but 6 poor burning cycles are preceded by normal cycles, implying that statistically, misfires and partial burns are rare (~1%) random events that are not significantly coupled to the preceding cycle.  

*Early flame-kernel motion*

Substantial new insight into sources of combustion instability in SGSC engines has come from high-speed imaging over thousands of individual engine cycles to follow the motion of the early flame kernel relative to the measured or simulated fuel-distribution. Here we find it convenient to trace the clues systematically through the GM and UM engine studies.

*Gen 1 engine.* Broadband imaging of the spark channel and early rich combustion revealed distinctive features of misfire cycles. Figure 22a shows a RANS simulation of the fuel distribution (represented by the green $\phi = 1$ isosurface) and early combustion using the earlier GMTEC code. The simulation predicts that the flame kernel must move (propagate and
advect) downward to reach the bulk of the fuel, which is located well down in the piston bowl. Below, in Figure 22b, are typical broadband images of broadband luminosity from early rich combustion in four normal, well burning cycles with 30% nitrogen dilution selected from a set of 2000 consecutive cycles recorded at 60 kHz frame rate together with cylinder-pressure data and spark voltage and current. (Note that the bottom of the cylinder-head window limits the view into the piston bowl.) Figure 22c shows broadband images for all four total misfire cycles in the 2000-cycle ensemble. A striking difference between the good-combustion and misfire cycles is that for all the misfires, the spark and early rich combustion moved upward, away from the expected location of the bulk of the fuel in the piston bowl.

**Figure 22.** (a) CFD simulation of fuel distribution and early flame kernel in Gen 1 optical engine. (b) Broadband visible-wavelength images of the spark and early rich combustion taken from four normal cycles of a high-speed digital video of 2000 cycles (30% nitrogen dilution). (c) Broadband visible-wavelength images for all four misfires out of the same set of 2000 cycles. Adapted from 47.
Increasing the nitrogen dilution from 30 to 34% led to six misfires in a set of 1000 cycles. Figure 23 shows the path of the geometric centroid of the spark and early rich combustion luminosity identified by analysis of 60 kHz image sequences for these six misfires over a 2.5 ms period. Again, these results strongly suggest that for all the misfires, the early flame failed to propagate downward towards the bulk of the fuel.

**Figure 23.** Paths followed by the centroid of the spark and early rich combustion luminosity for six misfire cycles at 34% nitrogen dilution in the Gen 1 engine. Most of the fuel is expected to be located below the field of view as shown in Figure 22a.

Conditioning the same image-tracking analysis on IMEP to separate good burns from poor burns (misfires and partial burns) for the 30% dilution case yielded the statistical representation in Figure 24, in which histograms of the horizontal and vertical displacement of the spark and rich combustion luminosity centroid are plotted along the borders of representative images. The relevant portion of the CFD simulation from Figure 22a is also shown on the same spatial scale and aligned with the combustion images. A large fraction of the poor-burn cycles (IMEP < 1 bar) as well as all of the misfires exhibit spark and early rich combustion luminosity that moved upward rather than downward. (The restricted field of view causes the histogram for downward-moving luminosity centroids to terminate slightly above the bottom of the cylinder-head window.)

These observations imply that, for part-load operation with a highly stratified charge and heavy dilution in the Gen 1 engine, *unfavorable motion of the spark and early flame kernel is a...*
significant (probably dominant) source of rare, random misfires and an important factor in poor burns.

**Figure 24.** Conditional histograms of the rich-combustion image centroid location from 20–30° (1.67–2.5 ms) after spark initiation for 30% nitrogen dilution together with numerical simulation results for the same spatial region. The small green crosses mark the centroid in the sample images. The dashed yellow circle highlights the poor-burn cycles that exhibit spark and early rich combustion zones that failed to move downward toward the expected location of the fuel in the bottom of the bowl. 47

**Gen 2 engine.** Conditional analysis of high-speed (12 kHz) planar Mie-scattering imaging of early combustion in the Gen 2 optical engine complements and reinforces this scenario 47. With this approach, burning regions are indicated by the disappearance of the silicone-oil seed particles that scatter the high-repetition-rate laser light. This provides a more complete picture than the broadband (350–800 nm) imaging which is insensitive to combustion leaner than $\phi \sim 2$. To provide a statistical representation, the results are depicted as flame PDFs.

Figure 25 shows flame PDFs conditioned on IMEP for four crank angles with 30% N$_2$ dilution. 47 The PDF representation differs somewhat from Figure 16. In Figure 25, the probability of flame is shown in shades of red (from 0 in black to 100% in fully saturated red) together with superimposed contour lines. The green-shaded regions in the upper left of the images represent relatively bright Mie-scattering that may be due to residual spray droplets, non-uniform distribution of the scattering particles induced by the piston motion or the flame, or scattering from soot. The flame development for good-burning cycles is consistent with the in-cylinder charge motion predicted by numerical simulations 34, 49: the flame first emerges on the right of the spark gap, then propagates to the right and downward into the piston bowl (beneath the field of view), and finally reappears moving upward to the left of the spark electrodes. The
flame PDFs for the poor-burning cycles (IMEP < 1 bar) show a propensity for propagation up toward the cylinder head (e.g., crank angle –10° ATDC) as well as overall slower flame growth.

**Figure 25.** Flame PDFs conditioned on IMEP (in kPa) at four crank angles for operation with 30% nitrogen dilution. The bottom row shows the unconditioned PDF accumulated over all cycles.

A brief word of caution: although planar images such as Figure 25 provide quantitative measurements of flame growth in the plane of the laser sheet, they do not give a complete picture of overall flame growth due to out-of-plane motion. Flame kernel motion is driven by a combination of convection velocity and local burning velocity, the latter of which responds strongly to local equivalence ratio and turbulence [recall the Karlovitz-number and crossover-temperature (chemistry) criteria discussed earlier].

The interaction of the spray, gas flow field and flame kernel with the spark electrodes leads to differences in flame development with different spark-plug designs. Figure 26 compares early combustion (here with 25% N₂ dilution) with a three-ground-electrode spark plug to the J-gap plug design used in all the rest of our experiments. Factors that likely differ between the two plug geometries include different equivalence-ratio distributions and different out-of-plane convection velocities. Both of these would reflect the different spray/spark-plug interactions and different blockage of the in-cylinder swirl and tumble flow. Overall, the three-ground plug appears more susceptible to early flame growth up toward the cylinder head, which in this instance has two deleterious effects: reduced likelihood that the flame kernel will reach the fuel in the piston bowl and increased heat loss from the flame kernel to the electrodes. Note, however, that the three-ground-electrode spark plug in Figure 26 was simply substituted in the Gen 2 engine with no attempt to optimize the local flow to allow the early flame kernel to escape.
Figure 26. Conditional analysis of early flame development using flame PDFs for two spark-plug geometries (25% nitrogen dilution).  

High-speed (4.8 kHz) PIV measurements in the Gen 2 engine reveal local flow structures that vary significantly from cycle to cycle and that have sufficient strength and duration to affect the convection of the spark plasma and early flame kernel, as illustrated by three excerpts from one fired cycle in Figure 27. The end-of-injection command was at 40°BTDC. The spark, initiated at 34°BTDC, is visible between the ground and center electrodes at 30°BTDC and is clearly stretched upward and to the right by a small, relatively strong structure at 20°BTDC. The upward flow continues and strengthens at 10°BTDC, where it is accompanied by bright luminosity due to locally rich combustion.
Figure 27. Example of high-speed PIV measurements of the velocity in the plane of the spark gap in one fired cycle of the Gen 2 optical engine. Adapted from\textsuperscript{45}. At the 4.8 kHz measurement rate, successive velocity measurements were separated by 2.5° crank angle.

**UM optical engine.** High-speed planar Mie scattering was also used to track flame-kernel development in the UM optical engine, but the results are more complete and quantitative than in the Gen 1 and Gen 2 engines because they include simultaneous measurements of the flow field and the equivalence-ratio distribution using PIV and PLIF, respectively. The UM optical engine also provides full side-view optical access to the interior of the piston bowl (Figure 5).

Representative individual-cycle image sequences for well burning, partial burn and misfire cycles are shown in Figure 28.\textsuperscript{50} The selected test condition (18% nitrogen dilution, spark timing 329°) provides a reasonable value of average IMEP (0.99 bar) and sufficient combustion variability (COV(IMEP) 14%) to provide a statistically useful population of partial burns and misfires without such severe deterioration of combustion that outlier cycles routinely occur in succession.
Figure 28. Measurements showing the evolution of the equivalence ratio distribution, flow field, and flame kernel within selected individual well burning (WB), partial burn (PB) and misfire (MF) cycles for the same operating condition (18% N$_2$ dilution, spark timing 329°) in the UM optical engine. The flame kernel is identified by the absence of Mie scattering from the PIV seed particles and is indicated by the white area surrounded by the dotted red line. Labels at the top of each column give the final mass fraction burned (MFB) and the IMEP for each cycle. Also labeled below the top images are the values of equivalence ratio and velocity magnitude in a 4×4-mm area to the right of the spark gap (see Figure 5). Adapted from 50.
The physical end of injection is at 328°, and when the spark is fired at 329°, all three cases in Figure 28 show strong spray-induced flow along with a fuel plume that has penetrated through the gap. Furthermore, all three cases had nearly the same velocity magnitude and equivalence ratio in the 4×4-mm region used to assess these properties near the spark gap (Figure 5). Five and ten degrees later (CA = 334° and 339°), each case shows a flame kernel and a persistent region of flammable mixture where the fuel plume has impacted the side wall of the piston bowl. However, substantial differences in flame development are apparent. For the well burning cycle, the flame propagates rapidly down the fuel plume into this flammable mixture, whereas for the partial burn and misfire, the kernel remains near the spark gap while transport and mixing lean out the nearby mixture, further retarding the kernel’s progress toward the fuel in the lower right corner of the bowl as that fuel continues to mix out.

The velocity fields are quite complex, but some cycles exhibit convective velocities that direct the flame kernel away from the flammable mixture in the lower right of the bowl, consistent with the evidence above from the Gen 1 and Gen 2 engines. Figure 29 shows a misfire with no dilution, so that one would expect relatively strong flame propagation in the absence of competing effects. In this example, however, strong upward motion appears to push the flame kernel away from the flammable mixture directly beneath the spark plug. Under the influence of this continuing upward flow, the flammable mixture eventually reaches the flame kernel, but the mixture becomes leaner as time progresses and little flame development results (6% final mass fraction burned). An analysis of strain rates and vorticity around the flame kernel showed no correlation with successful or unsuccessful flame growth, further strengthening the observation that low flame speeds in lean regions and convective mismatch of the flame kernel and the stratified fuel cloud are major contributors to failing cycles in SGSC engines, at least with multi-hole injection.
Figure 29. Image sequence for a misfire cycle (spark timing at 330°, 0% dilution) shows that convection velocities can impede flame development by directing the flame in the opposite direction of the flammable mixture.\textsuperscript{50}

To characterize flame-kernel growth statistically, Figure 30 shows two-dimensional flame (burned-gas) probability distributions evaluated from the planar Mie scattering from the PIV seed particles.\textsuperscript{50} The results here are again for the case of 18% N\textsubscript{2} dilution and 329° spark timing, and again the three columns represent well burning, partial burn and misfire cycles. Together with Figure 28, these burned-gas PDFs make clear that successful combustion requires the flame kernel to “chase the tail” of the fuel plume that has passed through the spark gap to reach the bulk of the fuel in the piston bowl. Kernel growth is much faster and more consistent for well burning cycles than for partial burns and misfires.

**Figure 30.** Statistical representation of flame-kernel development for well burning (WB), partial burn (PB) and misfire (MF) cycles at the 18% N\textsubscript{2} dilution level. The number of cycles used to form each two-dimensional PDF of burned gas is labeled on the top image of each column.\textsuperscript{50}
The results from the three spray-guided engines studied systematically here indicate that combustion instability is dominated by factors that delay or inhibit the flame kernel from propagating into the main stratified fuel cloud while allowing that stratified fuel cloud to lean out due to transport and mixing. In these multi-hole-injector SGSC engines, poor cycles are indeed characterized by combustion failure and not ignition failure since an initial flame kernel has been observed in all cases with reasonable injection and ignition timings. Of course, as Figure 20 illustrates, one can create conditions such that a flame kernel never forms, but that is not the case for the rare, random misfires and partial burns observed with the injectors and spark-plug geometries used here to reach the conclusion just stated.

Specific factors for combustion instabilities identified here are (1) convective flow fluctuations that impede motion of the flame kernel toward the bulk of the fuel, (2) low flame speeds due to locally lean mixtures adjacent to the kernel, and (3) retarded ignition kernel development allowing further lean mixing. The earlier discussion of ignition and flame propagation under spray-guided conditions – in particular the strong favorability of rich conditions and the suppression of laminar flame speed for lean conditions that are predicted for small, highly diluted flame kernels (Figure 14) – suggest that locally lean mixtures may affect early flame kernels even more strongly than one might expect from intuition based on classical planar premixed flames. Overall dilution (with EGR in “real” engines and simulated here with nitrogen) reduces flame speed and exacerbates the effect of the factors identified here.

**Double-pulse injection**

Multi-pulse injection has been used with both multi-hole injectors and (as we shall review later) with outwardly opening piezo-electric hollow-cone injectors to improve SGSC combustion stability, although the information available in the open literature is less complete and systematic than that discussed above for single-injection SGSC with multi-hole injectors. The overview here is based primarily on the paper of Yang, Solomon and Kuo, which compares numerical simulations with experimental cylinder-pressure and heat-release results for an 800-RPM idle-like condition similar to that in the UM experiments above. The engine design is quite close to the Gen 2 optical engine. The simulations differ from the SparkCIMM G-equation approach outlined above in several respects: the underlying code (Converge), the ignition model (a
moving-sphere energy source), the chemical kinetics (the University of Wisconsin PRF reduced kinetics scheme with n-heptane removed), and the flame model (detailed kinetics on a locally fine-mesh grid). However, the agreement of the simulated and experimental heat-release results is reasonable, and the overall picture agrees with earlier high-speed Mie-scattering imaging of single and double injection under similar conditions. For details, we refer to the original paper.61

Figure 31 compares results of the simulation for single and double injection; here the crank angle of firing TDC is taken as 720°. Injection and ignition timings differed slightly for the two cases to reflect the optimized experimental settings. In the double-injection case, the spark was fired about a degree before the physical start of the first injection, which reflects the need for the flow to stretch the spark plasma out from the plug electrodes. Solid color contours show the equivalence ratio (0 < ϕ < 2). Liquid-phase fuel, both free spray and on the piston surface, is shown by bright red droplet parcels, and the flame is represented by a purple 1500 K temperature iso-surface. The liquid fuel and the 1500 K iso-surface are shown in 3D while the equivalence-ratio contours are shown on a cutting plane through the cylinder axis. The spark plug is offset behind this cutting plane so that only two small (white) portions are visible as they protrude through the cutting plane. Note that the crank angles of the last three images in each sequence are different for single and double injection.

For both single and double injection, a small (purple) flame kernel is visible near the center of the field of view around CA = 699° and 701°, although for double injection it is partially obscured at 699° by the trailing portion of the spray from the first pulse. With single injection, as described above, the flame kernel must chase the tail of the fuel plume downstream into the piston bowl. With double injection, the first spray (with just less than half the total fuel here) carries less momentum and generates less turbulence (Figure 32), thereby providing a more benign environment for flame-kernel formation. After the second injection (707°), the flame develops significantly more rapidly for double injection, as shown by the purple 1500 K iso-surfaces at 717°. Overall, both the simulation and the experimental results show a nearly twofold increase in the heat-release rate (Figure 32) and reduced fuel consumption with double injection, while the experiments also exhibit improved combustion stability and reduced hydrocarbon and soot emissions.

Correspondingly, the simulations show that, relative to single injection, double injection:
- reduces spray penetration and thereby greatly reduces piston wetting by virtue of the reduced spray penetration (5% of the total fuel on the piston with single injection vs. 0.05% for double injection), a clear benefit in terms of engine-out soot emission;\textsuperscript{22}
- contains the fuel vapor more effectively within the piston bowl (e.g., the equivalence-ratio contours at CA = 711° show less fuel moving out of the bowl toward the cylinder head with double injection), which affects both flame propagation and unburned HC emissions;
- increases the overall burning rate and improves combustion stability by
  o delivering rich mixture to the flame kernel formed from the first injection;
  o reducing sensitivity to fluctuations in the propagation direction of the early flame kernel by imposing a strongly directed, relatively well organized flow that drives combustion down into the bowl where most of the fuel ultimately resides;
  o reducing turbulence intensity during initial flame-kernel formation but increasing turbulence intensity and thereby increasing the overall burning rate after the second injection (Figure 32) when the flame kernel is more robust.

Figure 31. Numerical simulation of mixture formation, ignition and early-stage SGSC combustion with single- and double-pulse injection with a multi-hole injector. Adapted from \textsuperscript{61}.
Multi-hole-injection SGSC combustion with ethanol-gasoline blends

The use of ethanol, an oxygenated biofuel, in spray-guided engines has been the focus of studies at the SNL Combustion Research Facility\textsuperscript{55-58}. Earlier research had shown NOx reduction with SGSC operation on ethanol-gasoline blends,\textsuperscript{84,85} especially for E85 in combination with retarded injection timing.\textsuperscript{86} The SNL work achieved exceptionally low engine-out emissions of both soot and NOx (within the legislated limits) at a specific light load (1000 rpm, 260 kPa IMEP) using exceptionally late injection (near-TDC); however, achievement over a broader range at higher loads was inhibited by combustion instability. Continuing studies have therefore focused on the sources of combustion instability. Although the SNL objective was to assess the impact of ethanol fueling on SG engine operation, the study relied on comparisons between the use of gasoline and gasoline-ethanol blends (E0-E100), thereby providing insights that are useful for
understanding the combustion of both fuels. The review here will follow the logic of the previous sections, summarizing first the impact of the ethanol on stable combustion (relative to gasoline) and then turning to sources of combustion instability.

**Stable SGSC combustion with ethanol-gasoline blends**

As also described previously, stable combustion of the gasoline and ethanol blends was explored in the all-metal version of the SNL optical engine by systematically varying the injection and spark timing, thereby allowing the engine geometry and in-cylinder flow to determine the best timing for mixing, ignition, and combustion. As with the other multi-hole-injection engines in this paper, the lowest-emission, stable SGSC operation with gasoline used “tail ignition”, i.e., the end of injection (EOI) and with spark timing (ST) such that the spark was fired as the end of the liquid spray passed the spark plug. In contrast, stable operation on E85 fuel with extremely low NO and soot emissions was achieved with “head ignition” in which the start of injection (SOI) was near TDC (5°BTDC) and spark timing was before the fuel left the injector. Successful head ignition of ethanol is consistent with head ignition of gasoline in the Gen 2 optical engine, as summarized in connection with Figure 20, but the gasoline SOI was much earlier (physical SOI ≈ 48°BTDC). What is most remarkable in this work was the ability of the ethanol-dominated fuel to mix well and burn well from very early to near-TDC SOI timings, which resulted in very low soot and NOx.

This remarkably different combustion behavior led to comparison of properties between ethanol and gasoline that significantly affect the spray vaporization and mixing. Ethanol has oxygen in the fuel, lower heat of reaction, and higher latent heat of vaporization. Ethanol’s lower heat of reaction requires more fuel at a fixed load and therefore requires either higher injection pressure or longer injection duration, either of which was hypothesized to increase turbulence and mixing. The high latent heat of ethanol means that more in-cylinder air must be entrained to provide the enthalpy to evaporate the liquid. Therefore, once the ethanol has evaporated, the fuel-air-residual mixture will not be as rich as with gasoline, all other factors being equal. Modeling comparisons of ethanol and isooctane (as a gasoline surrogate) demonstrated that the ethanol will have an equivalence ratio of 5 when sufficient air has been entrained to evaporate the liquid, compared to $\phi = 15$ for isooctane. Thus, once the ethanol has evaporated it will be locally leaner and, of course, create a locally cooler charge. In addition, the late injection of the
ethanol at higher gas density and temperature means greater entrainment of air and diluent, shorter liquid length, and lower penetration needed to achieve an equivalence ratio that can sustain combustion.\textsuperscript{55} Furthermore, the momentum imparted by the spray into the bowl will be higher during the combustion near TDC and soon thereafter.

Regardless of the fuel, the magnitude and turbulence of the flow is expected to significantly affect the overall burning rate of SG combustion through fuel-air mixing and local burning rates of partially premixed regions. The spray momentum from the late injection is expected be a major contributor to the flow momentum near TDC due to the high velocity and high density of the liquid spray and the short time available for the momentum to dissipate. The larger injected mass and late injection and spark timings achievable with the ethanol make it a useful tool to evaluate the effect of spray-momentum on mixing and dissipation.

A glimpse into the relative contributions of the in-cylinder gas momentum (created by the intake and compression strokes) and the spray-induced momentum to burning rates was revealed by the heat-release analysis of Sjöberg, Zeng & Reuss.\textsuperscript{57} There the in-cylinder gas momentum was varied by changing engine speed. Figure 33 compares the average apparent heat release rate (AHHR) for well mixed (early injection, EOI = 300°BTDC) and SGSC combustion. These tests were performed with fixed combustion phasing (constant crank angle of 50% mass burned (CA\textsubscript{50})), one valve deactivated for enhanced swirl and tumble, and E70 fuel. Figure 33a shows the initially surprising result that the AHRR for stratified combustion appears to decrease with engine speed when plotted on a crank-angle basis (J/°CA). In contrast, Figure 33b demonstrates that the AHHR for well mixed combustion is self-similar when plotted on a crank-angle basis (i.e., AHRR scales with engine speed), as expected for burning rates that are controlled by the in-cylinder turbulence intensity, which is expected to scale with engine speed. This is, of course, the standard situation for premixed stoichiometric engine combustion. In contrast, Figure 33c shows that the AHRR for stratified SG combustion is self-similar in time (AHRR is approximately constant when expressed in J/ms or kW), not in crank angle, although the peak AHHR increases slightly with engine speed. Sjöberg and colleagues interpret this as evidence that the late-injection E70 SGSC combustion may be dominated by mixing, which is dominated by the time-based spray momentum for the very late injection timing and larger fuel quantity required for a given load with the high-ethanol blends.\textsuperscript{57} Of course, this observation may be unique to the ethanol operation in the SG multi-hole injection system used in the SNL study, but it does
motivate further study with an eye toward time-based overall-heat-release rates to determine how often this observation is or is not applicable. Although the change of in-cylinder flow (implied by increased engine speed) did not produce a strong change in average heat release rate, the in-cylinder flow did affect the combustion stability as discussed next.

Figure 33. Data comparing stratified late-injection operation (a,c) with stoichiometric well mixed operation with EOI = 300°BTDC (b,d) on a crank-angle basis (a,b) and on a time basis (c,d) for E70 fuel. The ensemble-average apparent heat-release rate (AHRR) for well mixed operation is self-similar on a crank-angle basis, i.e., AHRR scales with engine speed, connoting “turbulence controlled” burning rates controlled by the turbulence generated by the intake and compression processes of the homogeneous (well mixed) combustion. “Mixing controlled” stratified combustion shows AHRR similarity on a time basis rather than on a crank angle basis.57

**SGSC combustion instability with ethanol-gasoline blends**

SGSC combustion instability limits were explored in the work of Sjöberg and colleagues55,57 by varying injection timing, spark timing, and oxygen concentration (nitrogen dilution) away from values where the engine operated with stable combustion. Figure 34a illustrates a dilution-induced “partial-burn limit”, i.e. a stability limit due to an increased range of IMEP variability (phasing and/or partial burning), eventually leading to misfires. This is analogous to the dilution limits of well-mixed combustion. In contrast, Figure 34b,c exhibits random misfire limits for SGSC combustion, with most of the cycles burning very well and very
repeatably. This is the same rare and random misfire limit described in the GM and UM studies. In the SNL studies, this rare-misfire limit inhibited E85 operation with low NOx and low soot over a broader range. The SNL studies have explored too few operating conditions to predict a priori whether the partial burn limit or the misfire limit will be encountered first when varying parameters away from a stable ethanol-blend operating condition. However, the prevalence of the misfire limit motivates the quest to identify the causes and a solution to the rare misfires.

Figure 34. Unstable SGSC combustion with E85 fuel. (a) Unstable combustion induced by dilution; (b) appearance of misfire cycles for advanced spark timing; (c) appearance of misfire cycles for retarded spark timing.55
The results of Figure 33 implied that the average AHHR for stratified combustion depends more strongly on the spray-induced transport, turbulence and mixing than on the in-cylinder flow. However, the small but systematic increase in the average peak AHHR (Figure 33c) with increased engine speed is the first hint that the in-cylinder flow does contribute. The more prominent effect of the intake/compression-generated in-cylinder flow is the increased cyclic variability of the SGSC combustion with increased engine speed, as shown in Figure 35. Close inspection reveals that increased engine speed increases the occurrence of cycles that start to burn significantly earlier or later than the average. Apparently, in spite of the slow early burns, the late burning “catches up” so that the fuel burns to completion and is phased sufficiently well to extract the work (good IMEP). The prominence of misfires with otherwise well burning cycles implies that the misfire limit is caused by poor ignition or early flame-kernel growth, as noted in the previous multi-hole-injection SG studies reviewed here. The gasoline-ethanol blend studies reported thus far \(^{55-58,87}\), in agreement with Peterson’s results using iso-octane\(^{50}\), have found that ignition of the flame kernel always occurs, but that the combustion variability comes from inadequate growth of the early kernel. Since the cyclic variability of the flow is indeed the subject of this study, these results motivated a closer look into the comparative roles of the spray-induced and in-cylinder flow.

Figure 35. Cycle-to-cycle variations of apparent heat-release rate AHRR (expressed in kW and plotted against time in ms) for stratified E70 operation at engine speeds of (a) 1000 rpm and (b) 2000 rpm. Yellow circles represents average peak AHHR.\(^{57}\)
To quantify and compare the momentum of the intake/compression-generated in-cylinder flow and the spray-induced flow, high-speed PIV measurements were made in the optically-configured version\textsuperscript{58} of the SNL SG engine used to generate the data in Figure 33–Figure 35\textsuperscript{57}. The measurements were made in a plane parallel to the cylinder axis, normal to the pent roof axis, bisecting the injector and spark plug electrode. To characterize the momentum of the flow and its variability, the measurements were used to compute the ensemble average and cyclic variability (COV) of the spatially averaged absolute value of the velocity over the field of view of the measurements. Comparisons were made between -70° and +30° ATDC, at 1000 and 2000 rpm, with and without injection. Figure 36a,b show the cycle-to-cycle variability (COV) of the spatially averaged momentum (absolute value of the velocity) with and without injection, measured at 1000 and 2000 rpm, respectively. At both engine speeds, the noticeable decrease in COV during injection is due to the repeatability of the spray; nevertheless, the magnitude of the COV is significantly greater at 2000 rpm. The lower halves of Figure 36a,b show the spatially averaged flow speed from individual cycles. At 1000 rpm (Figure 36a), injection produces a clear step increase in the spatially averaged flow speed. At 2000 rpm (Figure 36b), not only have the magnitudes of the in-cylinder flow speed before injection increased, they are now comparable to the velocities induced by the spray. This is shown in more detail by the averages in Figure 36c, which points out that the spatially averaged flow speed after injection for 2000 rpm is 1.24 times higher than at 1000 rpm. This increase is comparable to the factor of 1.16 increase in the average peak AHHR observed in Figure 33.\textsuperscript{58}
Figure 36. Cyclic variability of spatially averaged flow speed at (a) 1000 rpm and (b) 2000 rpm with E70 injection. (c) Ensemble average of spatially averaged flow speed for non-fired operation at 1000 rpm and 2000 rpm, with and without fuel injection.

High-speed spray imaging provided further revelations about the impact of the intake/compression-generated in-cylinder flow on the spray and mixing. Volume illumination was used to show the cyclic variability of the liquid spray plumes at 2000 rpm and 333 rpm. The extremely low engine speed was used to approach the limit where the in-cylinder flow was
unimportant (simple scaling with engine speed (333/2000) suggests an overall reduction by ~80%). Results for individual cycles in Figure 37 reveal that at 2000 rpm, the spray plumes are considerably shorter and, show both more coalescence of liquid between the plumes, and more variable coalescence, and show more variability in the azimuthal direction of the plume centerline trajectories. Animations (not shown here) showed that the spray jets appeared to rotate in unison from cycle to cycle at 2000 rpm.

Taken together, the PIV and spray imaging\textsuperscript{58} demonstrated that the in-cylinder flow momentum generated by intake and compression (1) is of the same order as the spray-induced gas-phase momentum, and (2) can markedly affect the liquid distribution and spray penetration. The implication is that the magnitude of cycle-to-cycle variability of the in-cylinder flow momentum is indeed sufficient to affect the cyclic variability of the fuel transport, mixing, and combustion development, thereby increasing combustion instability at 2000 rpm. The flow momentum at this operating condition was enhanced by the valve deactivation to create higher swirl and tumble. Further results addressing the interaction of the fuel spray with the in-cylinder swirl are published in a separate paper in this special journal issue\textsuperscript{87}. In summary, the large range of stable combustion with ethanol blends has provided an opportunity to assess the causes of SGSC combustion instability, and has made clear the importance of spray-induced momentum at low engine speeds and the increasing contribution of fluctuations in the intake/compression-generated flow field with increasing engine speed.
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Figure 37. Volume-illuminated images of the E70 spray, 20% into the injection, showing cyclic variability of the liquid spray patterns from three cycles each at (a) 333 rpm and (b) 2000 rpm.\textsuperscript{58}
Spray-guided combustion with piezo-electric injectors

All the spray-guided stratified-charge engines that have gone into production have used multiple-pulse injection with large-angle hollow-cone sprays generated by piezo-electrically actuated injectors, which were described briefly earlier and contrasted with solenoid-actuated multi-hole injectors in connection with Figure 4. In this section, as in our discussion of multi-hole-injection SGSC engines, we review the distinctive aspects of stable piezo-SGSC combustion; in the next section, we consider sources of combustion instability. Most of the papers in the open literature on piezo-injector SGSC engines are illustrative rather than systematic, especially in terms of linking fluctuations in spray characteristics or mixture distribution to combustion instability. These portions of our review must therefore less definitive than the corresponding material above on SGSC combustion with multi-hole-injectors.

Direct comparisons of multi-hole- and piezo-injection SGSC operation are scarce. A relatively early optical-engine study used Mie scattering and exciplex LIF to image liquid and vapor fuel distributions and to estimate the best ignition locations for operation with pressure-swirl, multi-hole and piezo-electric injectors. High-speed flame-luminosity imaging and cylinder-pressure measurements were used to determine misfire rates and stable-operation ranges. The results favored the piezo-injector. However, the generality of this conclusion is limited by the use of a flat piston in the optical engine and range of conditions examined.

Smith, et al. carried out a systematic comparison of SGSC engine performance with multi-hole and piezo injectors over a broad range of steady-state engine operating conditions from idle to full load. This work used a common cylinder head, but the piston-bowl geometry, charge motion, and the locations of the injector and spark-plug were optimized individually for each injector type. Closely spaced double- and triple-pulse injection was used with the piezo-injector, and single and double injection (widely and closely spaced) with the multi-hole injector. The principal conclusion was that, when optimized in this way, there was little difference in SGSC performance between the outwardly opening piezo injector and the multi-hole injector. Unfortunately, although commendably comprehensive in terms of the operating conditions examined, the paper did not present details of combustion stability as a function of spark and injection timing.

Piezo-spray structure and mixture distribution
Figure 4 illustrated how sprays from outwardly opening injectors differ strongly from multi-hole injector sprays, not only in the striated hollow-cone structure of the piezo spray but also in its recirculation vortex.\textsuperscript{23,24,35,39-41} In fact, simulations\textsuperscript{40} (Figure 38), planar imaging\textsuperscript{43} and PIV measurements\textsuperscript{89,90} show that recirculation vortices form at both the inner and outer edges of the hollow cone.

Figure 38. Fine-mesh simulation of a cross section through the hollow-cone spray of an outwardly opening injector into high-density quiescent gas. \textbf{Left:} Gas-phase velocity vector field and liquid mass fraction. \textbf{Right:} Static pressure difference relative to the ambient gas pressure. Adapted from\textsuperscript{40}.

Fuel vapor and smaller droplets follow the recirculating flow and concentrate in the reduced pressure regions (Figure 38, right) within these vortices.\textsuperscript{40,43} With its relatively modest penetration and local velocities, the outer recirculation vortex therefore provides a favorable zone for ignition.\textsuperscript{91} Since the spray penetration and hence the position of the recirculation vortex depend on the ambient gas density, injection timing is used to place the outer vortex at or near the spark gap as consistently as possible for stratified-charge operation.\textsuperscript{81,92,93} Figure 39 shows ensemble-averaged images of the spray during a double-injection sequence in a Mercedes-Benz SGSC engine.\textsuperscript{23} Note the positioning of the recirculation vortex by the spark gap during both injections as well as the essentially complete evaporation of the liquid fuel from the first injection by the start of the second injection.
Figure 39. Fifty-injection ensemble-average images of liquid fuel during double injection in a Mercedes-
Benz SGSC engine. Essentially all the liquid from the first injection has evaporated before the second
injection. Adapted from23.

Corresponding numerical simulations of the fuel spray and resulting vapor-phase
distribution and of the mixture conditions within a small control volume centered on the spark
gap are shown in Figure 40 and Figure 41, respectively, for part-load (3 bar IMEP) operation of
the Mercedes-Benz piezo-SGSC engine at 2000 RPM engine speed.23 Experimental
measurements of the equivalence ratio at the spark gap (to be discussed later in more detail) for
similar double-injection timings show peak equivalence ratios of about 10 and 9 during the first
and second injection, respectively. In Figure 41, the black curve (open circles) shows the volume
fraction of liquid within the control volume, while the gray curve (triangles), denotes the volume
fraction of fuel vapor with excess air ratio in the range $0.8 < \lambda < 1.4$ (equivalence ratio
approximately $0.7 < \phi < 1.25$), which is taken to indicate combustible mixture. The bar across
the middle of the graph in Figure 41 indicates periods of low (dark gray) and high combustibility
(dotted) as gauged by a combustible-mixture volume fraction $> 50\%$ within the control volume.
The outer rectangles centered on crank angles $-25^\circ$ and $-20^\circ$ indicate times when liquid fuel in
the control volume might inhibit ignition and flame-kernel formation. The maximum volume
fraction of combustible mixture within the control volume occurs after the second injection at 16
$^\circ$BTDC, which is the crank angle of the right-hand fuel-distribution image in Figure 40.
Figure 40. Simulation of fuel spray and mixture formation near the spark plug for three times during a double-injection spray image sequence similar to Figure 39. Droplet parcels indicate liquid fuel; gray contours show equivalence ratio. Operating conditions: 2000 RPM engine speed, 3 bar IMEP, 10.5 mg fuel injected (total), 50 mbar throttling. Translated from 23.

Figure 41. Mixture conditions within the control volume surrounding the spark gap marked on Figure 40 for the same operating conditions. Translated from 23.

**Ignition and flame-kernel growth**

Although the simulation results 23 in Figure 41 suggest that spark timing shortly after the second of two injections is favorable, optimum ignition timing depends strongly on engine geometry, load, the injection timing(s), and the need to balance reduced fuel consumption with acceptable emissions. Firing the spark between the first and second injections 24 or even before the first injection 23 have both proven advantageous under differing circumstances. Overall, our impression is that ignition some time before the final injection is more typical.

For example, Figure 42 shows an ensemble-averaged planar LIF image of the vapor and liquid fuel distributions resulting from double injection in a BMW SGSC engine. 24 As in the
preceding example (Figure 39), liquid fuel from the first injection has nearly all evaporated by the start of the second injection. The LIF image in Figure 42 nicely shows the fuel vapor that has been entrained into the recirculation vortex from the first injection. Note the more complex spark plug with multiple ground electrodes.

Extracts from high-speed imaging of the spray, spark and flame-kernel formation during a single engine cycle under similar (perhaps not identical) conditions are shown in Figure 43.\textsuperscript{24} In this example, the spark is fired during the second injection (23.5° BTDC) while liquid fuel is clearly present. In the next two frames (20.1° and 18.8° BTDC), the spark plasma stretches out from the gap and ignites a flame kernel which is quite apparent at 18.8° BTDC (about 0.5 ms after firing the spark), although a kernel of size \( \sim 3 \) mm can also be seen in the preceding image at 20.1° BTDC by enlarging the region marked by the dashed rectangle and enhancing the image brightness and contrast. Robust combustion is apparent in the final image of the set at 13.2° BTDC. Note that the flame kernels here, like those illustrated in Figure 11 and Figure 12 for the multi-hole injector, are distinctly non-spherical at the earliest times shown.

![Figure 42: LIF image of fuel spray from second injection and vapor distribution (primarily from first injection) for stratified operating conditions.\textsuperscript{24}](image-url)

Figure 42. LIF image of fuel spray from second injection and vapor distribution (primarily from first injection) for stratified operating conditions.\textsuperscript{24}
Spray-guided combustion instability with piezo-injectors

As mentioned earlier, we have not found studies of combustion instability in piezo-injector SGSC engines that are as systematic as those summarized in this paper for SGSC combustion with multi-hole injectors. Papers on piezo-SGSC often omit details such as the level of EGR dilution or the injection or ignition timing. In this section, we summarize the information that we have found. Several striking contrasts to SGSC operation with multi-hole injectors will emerge.

Spray and flow-field fluctuations

Spray studies in quiescent chambers (e.g., \cite{41,43,94}) have reported that the structure of piezo-injector sprays, in particular the spray angle, is very stable. The spray variability increases appreciably in an operating engine, however.\cite{89,90}

Planar LIF spray imaging in an early single-injection piezo-injected SGSC optical engine observed substantial variation in the angle of the spray as it emerged from the injector.\cite{81} Misfire-free stratified operation could be obtained only over a narrow range of injection-to-ignition timings. Optimizing the injector reduced the spray-angle fluctuations and substantially increased the range of misfire-free operation. Although this paper did not describe how the injector was improved, similar fluctuations have been associated with air trapped within the injector\cite{35} and have also been seen in an extensive study of spray-angle fluctuations in an optical engine for
three prototype piezo-injector designs with differing nozzle-exit geometries. The latter paper also showed that varying the needle lift (in order to control injection rate and spray penetration) led to instability in the spray angle.

The direct correlation of spray-angle fluctuations with combustion instability by Hübner, et al. described above motivated an extensive study with multi-hole injection in the Gen 1 optical engine. As summarized earlier in this review, however, spray-angle fluctuations and non-uniformities in the liquid distribution did not correlate with combustion instability in the multi-hole case.

Further studies of piezo-spray fluctuations have focused on the interaction of the spray with the gas-phase flow field. For double injection, systematic Mie-scattering imaging showed a reduced spray angle and increased instability for the second injection, which was attributed to perturbation of the pre-existing (and evolving) in-cylinder flow field by the first injection. Recent high-speed PIV measurements in firing SGSC engines have characterized the interaction of the piezo-spray with the in-cylinder flow in considerable detail for double and triple injection, including effects on the second spray shape. Unfortunately, these studies do not relate the flow-field and spray measurements directly to combustion, nor do they actually show the final spray or its flow field. Nevertheless, the results are interesting in view of the earlier observations connecting spray fluctuations to combustion instability.

Figure 44 shows endoscopic high-speed PIV measurements of the mean flow field (averaged over 100 cycles) in a firing piezo-SGSC engine at three times (one before and two after the first injection), together with one example of the RMS velocity-fluctuation distribution and five individual-cycle flow fields at the same crank angle. The streamlines make the flow structure very clear, especially the recirculation vortices, but the individual velocity vectors are difficult to discern. The curving red arrow on the mean flow field at 35.5° BTDC highlights the upward so-called “funnel” flow beneath the injector induced by the large vortices on either side. This central flow structure, which was previously identified by Mie-scattering and PIV measurements, is accompanied by increased RMS velocity fluctuations. Interestingly, the RMS velocity fluctuations near the spark gap are appreciably smaller in magnitude than in this central region. The right column of Figure 44 shows individual-cycle examples of the flow within the region marked by the red dashed rectangle. Substantial large-scale cycle-to-cycle variations in the flow field are evident.
Figure 44. **Left:** Endoscopic high-speed PIV measurements of mean velocity fields (with streamlines) at crank angles before (46°BTDC) and after (40.5 and 35.5°BTDC) the first of two injections in a firing piezo-injected SGSC engine. The bottom image is the RMS velocity field at 35.5°BTDC. **Right:** Cycle-to-cycle variation of the flow field in the central region (red dashed rectangle) illustrated by five individual-cycle flow fields at 35°BTDC. Adapted from 95

High-speed PIV measurements with higher spatial resolution in an optical engine of similar design have investigated the link between flow-field fluctuations and spray fluctuations. 89, 90 Although the engine was fired with triple injection, the published results relate variations in the second spray to the flow field from the first injection and – remarkably – to the flow field before the first injection. The metric chosen to characterize variations in the second
spray, which the authors refer to as spray height (SH), is the distance from the cylinder head to the upper edge of the spray (as identified by planar Mie scattering) at specified locations on either side of the injector. As illustrated in Figure 45, variations in the spray height of order 3 mm correspond to substantial variations in the spray shape, angle and location of liquid fuel relative to the spark plug.

Figure 45. Planar Mie-scattering images of the second spray in a triple-injection sequence in a firing SGSC engine. The individual-cycle images were recorded 0.25 degrees before firing the spark. Spray height is defined as the distance from the cylinder head to the upper edge of the spray, as shown by the red arrows on the right-hand image. Adapted from\textsuperscript{89}.

The upward “funnel” flow beneath the injector is also clear in these measurements, as seen in the upper part of Figure 46; indeed, the mean velocity fields at comparable crank angles in Refs.\textsuperscript{89,90} and\textsuperscript{95} agree well. The fact that this upward flow is accompanied by locally increased flow variability (Figure 44, bottom left image and right column) suggests that it may be responsible for the increased variability observed in the second spray.\textsuperscript{42} The lower part of Figure 46 shows that the spray height near the spark plug is in fact correlated with the vertical component of the upward flow beneath the injector (correlation coefficient $R^2 \approx -0.7$).\textsuperscript{89}
That the flow field after the first injection affects the stability of the spray from the second injection is not too surprising. What is quite remarkable, however, is that the stability of the second injection correlates almost as strongly with the in-cylinder tumble flow field before the first injection, as illustrated in Figure 47. Stiehl, et al. argue that, by creating the fluctuating upward flow beneath the injector, the first spray amplifies the effect of fluctuations in the pre-injection flow field generated by intake and compression.

Two important implications of these results are:

1. The spray variations in Figure 45–Figure 47 are not intrinsic to the injector itself despite some similarity in appearance to spray fluctuations that have been related to the injector’s internal and nozzle-exit flows.
2. Contrary to what has sometimes been assumed, the gas-phase flow field within the cylinder, whether pre-injection or between injections, is not simply overwhelmed by the spray and can have a significant influence on the spray itself as well as on the vapor-phase fuel distribution. Indeed, these results, together with the SNL results for multi-hole SGSC\textsuperscript{55-58} summarized earlier in this review, make clear that the interaction between the spray and the flow field goes both
ways, with the spray and flow field each influencing the other to varying degrees depending on such factors as engine speed, injected quantity, and injection timing.

Figure 47. Upper: Ensemble-average in-cylinder flow field preceding the first injection under nearly the same injection-timing conditions as in Figure 46. Lower: Spray height (SH) near the spark plug for the second injection plotted against the spatially averaged velocity within the red rectangle of the pre-injection flow field in the upper image.\textsuperscript{90}

Unfortunately, without experimental data or LES simulations for fluctuations in the fuel vapor distribution or combustion imaging that correspond to Figure 44–Figure 47, we can only offer the reasonable expectation that the spray fluctuations discussed here will sometimes cause locally unfavorable conditions for ignition and flame-kernel growth. The studies cited here do not discuss the mechanism by which the final injection (after ignition) of a double- or triple-injection sequence leads to greater ignition stability and more robust combustion, but one aspect is to reduce overall spray penetration and help keep the recirculation vortex near the spark gap.

The benefits outlined earlier for multi-hole double injection appear likely to accrue with multiple injection piezo-SGSC as well: delivering rich mixture to the flame kernel formed from
the previous injection(s); imposing a relatively well organized and well directed flow that drives
the burning mixture into the piston bowl and toward the remaining fuel; and reducing turbulence
intensity during initial flame-kernel formation but increasing turbulence intensity and thereby
increasing the overall burning rate after the final injection when the flame kernel is more robust.

Interestingly, Oh, et al.\textsuperscript{96} found poorer combustion stability with triple injection (one-
third of the total fuel in each pulse) than with double injection (half the fuel in each pulse) at the
particular light-load condition investigated (1200 rpm; about 3 bar IMEP). They attributed this
result to overly rich mixture at the spark plug due to low penetration of the third injection. The
discussion here suggests that another explanation might be that the fluctuations in the pre-
existing flow field would affect a smaller-quantity third injection more strongly than they would
affect a larger-quantity second injection in a double-injection sequence.

To close this discussion of piezo-spray fluctuations, we mention the interesting
observation from these investigations that fuel-rail pressure fluctuations did not significantly
affect the variability of the second spray.\textsuperscript{89}

\textit{Equivalence-ratio fluctuations}

Several studies have described, with varying levels of detail, the use of optical information on
the fuel distribution or CFD simulation of the mean equivalence-ratio distribution (e.g., Figure
40–Figure 41) together with measurements in all-metal piezo-SGCC engines to expand the range
of injection and spark timings over which stable combustion could be achieved while
maintaining acceptable engine-out emissions.\textsuperscript{23-27, 39, 81, 88, 92, 93, 96, 97} However, almost nothing
quantitative appears to have been published to connect variability in the fuel distribution to
combustion instability.

The lone exception that we have found is Figure 48,\textsuperscript{23} which shows the ensemble-mean
equivalence ratio at the spark gap and its RMS variation [i.e., one standard deviation $\sigma(\phi)$] from
cycle to cycle as measured by spark-emission spectroscopy\textsuperscript{29} for double injection in a Mercedes-
Benz SGSC engine. Comparing the piezo-SGCC data in Figure 48 to the similar measurements
for the multi-hole-injector Gen 1 engine in Figure 7 shows that the peak equivalence ratios for
both the first and second injections are substantially higher with the piezo injector. For both the
piezo-injector and the multi-hole injector, the RMS cyclic variations in equivalence ratio are
comparable to the mean values and are thus fractionally very large.
The white line in Figure 48 shows the corresponding misfire rate (right axis), which exhibits interesting contrasts to the multi-hole-injector SGSC results summarized earlier. Most apparent is that misfire-free combustion could not be initiated until after the second injection when the equivalence ratio had fallen to less than about 1.8, whereas substantially richer equivalence ratios were typically favored in all three multi-hole SGSC engines (Gen 1, Gen 2 and UM). One factor that may contribute to this difference is charge dilution, which was unspecified for Figure 48 but was substantial for most of the UM and GM experiments. Recall that the SparkCIMM simulations showed that with high levels of dilution, Lewis-number and flame-curvature effects dramatically enhance the laminar flame speed under rich conditions but reduce the laminar flame speed for lean conditions, as illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 48. Equivalence ratio vs. time (black) at the spark gap measured by spark emission spectroscopy during stratified combustion with double injection using a spark duration of 50 μs. The corresponding misfire rate is shown in white (right axis). The dotted horizontal lines show the presumed range of ignitable equivalence ratios.²³

Time-resolved measurements of spatially integrated OH* chemiluminescence together with spark current and voltage in the Mercedes-Benz piezo-SGSC engine led to the conclusion (based on several thousand fired cycles) that misfires were never due to extinction of a flame kernel once it had been formed. Misfires occurred only due to failure to ignite a flame kernel.²³

In stark contrast, the GM and UM experiments found that for reasonable timings (as opposed to, e.g., grossly overadvanced spark timing relative to injection⁴⁵), the spark always ignited a flame kernel and misfires were always due to flame-kernel extinction. The extent to
which misfires in other piezo-injected SGSC engines are caused by the failure to ignite a flame kernel is unclear due to lack of systematic information in the literature. In contrast to the Mercedes-Benz results, however, LIF, Mie-scattering and high-speed imaging in a flat-piston optical piezo-SGSC engine operating with triple injection (ignition between the second and third injections) revealed extinction when the flame kernel had to propagate downstream into a fuel distribution that was too lean. This effect was likely exaggerated by the flat-piston design; as discussed in the Introduction, viable SGSC engines all employ a piston bowl to help confine the fuel and reduce over-leaning.

**Spark characteristics with piezo-sprays**

The spark duration and attendant spark stretching may be another important factor in the different equivalence ratios for robust ignition between the piezo-SGSC engine of Ref. [23] and the multi-hole-injection SGSC engines discussed earlier. For the piezo-SGSC measurements in Figure 48, the spark duration was reduced to just 50 μs in order to relate the misfire rate definitively to the instantaneous fuel concentration at the spark gap. The spark plasma was therefore confined to the gap and could not reach nearby mixture that might possibly have been more readily ignited. For the multi-hole cases, the equivalence-ratio measurements using spark-emission spectroscopy in Figure 7 were based on the first 150 μs of the total spark duration (~1–3 ms), allowing local ignition to occur later along the stretched spark, as discussed at length above.

Recent piezo-injected SGSC engines use multi-strike ignition that can rapidly fire many short duration sparks over the ~1–3 ms period of a typical transistorized-coil ignition system. [25, 27, 66, 98] Spark duration and spark stretching are also important for multi-strike ignition systems. Hese, et al. [98] investigated two different multi-strike ignition strategies for stratified operation, which are illustrated in Figure 49. Ignition Strategy 1 (in the upper row) generated 10 sparks, each of which broke down anew across the spark gap and whose duration was so short that they did not stretch significantly out of the spark gap. Ignition Strategy 2 (whose behavior appears similar to that of another multi-strike ignition system [66]) caused ~20 discharges into the “left-over” plasma channel from the initial breakdown, which allowed the individual spark discharges to stretch out substantially from the spark gap.
Figure 50 compares combustion stability with these two multi-strike ignition strategies in a piezo-injected SGSC engine. The engine normally operated with triple injection, but these tests were performed with single injection, perhaps to provide a more challenging environment for ignition. In contrast to the multi-hole-injector SGSC results discussed earlier, Figure 50 shows a clear benefit for the series of short-duration spark breakdowns without spark stretching created by Ignition Strategy 1. Hese, et al.\textsuperscript{98} suggest two reasons for this preference. First, the initial breakdown phase, which typically lasts some nanoseconds, transfers the spark energy to the gas with substantially greater efficiency than the ensuing arc and glow discharge phases.\textsuperscript{99} Second, the initial breakdown creates more free radicals than the later phases.

Figure 49. Ignition system secondary voltage (left) and resulting spark plasma images at four times after initial breakdown for a multi-spark ignition system. \textbf{Upper row}: For Ignition Strategy 1, the system creates a series of short-duration sparks each of which breaks down anew across the spark gap. \textbf{Lower row}: For Ignition Strategy 2, the system generates a single initial breakdown across the gap followed by repeated discharges into the plasma channel remaining from the previous spark. Adapted from\textsuperscript{98}.
Figure 50. Misfire rate (MR) and COV(IMEP) for standard transistorized coil ignition (TCI) and the multi-spark ignition (MSI) system’s two ignition strategies (IS1, IS2). Operating conditions: engine speed 2000 RPM, IMEP = 3 bar, stratified charge, single injection.

Without the detailed and systematic information from our studies of multi-hole-injected SGSC ignition, it is difficult to say too much more about this result or about the contrast to cases where spark stretching proved beneficial. The concepts embodied in the SparkCIMM modeling above make clear that detailed differences in the local flow field, turbulence intensity and equivalence-ratio distributions are very important in all cases and that spark stretching is especially helpful for the multi-hole injector case where the flame kernel has to “chase the tail” of the fuel plume.

Certain spark-plug designs (e.g., multi-electrode) may also make spark stretching more advantageous. For example, Figure 43 above showed a piezo-SGSC example with spark stretching. Indeed, for that engine design, fine-mesh CFD was used to optimize the spark-plug electrode configuration and the air flow around the electrodes in order to stretch the spark plasma channel into the fuel vapor near the spark gap, as illustrated in Figure 51. In addition to allowing the spark plasma to ignite mixture outside the spark gap, the optimized arrangement should also reduce the flame kernel’s contact with the electrodes and thereby reduce heat losses from the kernel, which can be more severe with multi-electrode designs (e.g., Figure 26 and Figure 51).
SGSC development directions

In this paper, we have only discussed light-to-moderate-load, naturally aspirated SGSC engine operation and have largely ignored emissions-related issues. For completeness, we mention a few development directions.

Ongoing research and development on SGSC engines includes higher injection pressures\(^{100-102}\) and boosted operation (turbo- and/or super-charged) to extend the upper load limit of stratified operation without excessive engine-out soot production.\(^ {88, 102-105}\) Multi-pulse injection (up to eight pulses per cycle) is being pursued aggressively both for mixture preparation (combustion stability; NOx, soot, and hydrocarbon emissions) and to avoid fuel impingement on surfaces (spark plug\(^ {106}\), piston bowl or cylinder wall)\(^ {27, 88, 105, 107}\). Multi-strike ignition systems\(^ {25, 27, 66, 98, 105, 107}\) are also being used in combination with these strategies. Lean-NOx aftertreatment, the need for which is a major factor in the development and introduction of SGSC engines into the marketplace, continues to be an area of significant activity.\(^ {108}\)

Historical note

With the perspective of a century since Ricardo’s early divided-chamber stratified-charge engine\(^ 1\), it is interesting to consider the progress that has been made in both fundamental understanding and practical development – a century of trying to get it “just right.”

An early (circa 1950)\(^ 7\) – and persistent\(^ {19}\) – concept underlying what we now call spray-guided stratified-charge engines was that ignition of the first fuel to reach the spark plug would establish a stationary flame front into which the remaining fuel would be fed and would burn as
quickly as it arrived. Roughly a generation later, high-speed films in rapid-compression-machine experiments at MIT\textsuperscript{109} to simulate the TCCS engine and at GM\textsuperscript{15} to simulate the DISC engine showed a very different situation, viz., what we have referred to in this review as the flame “chasing the tail” of the fuel cloud. Both the TCCS and DISC engines employed fuel injection into a strongly swirling flow. Using schlieren imaging, Solomon\textsuperscript{15} observed that the fuel was rapidly distributed around the chamber by the combined effects of the bulk swirl and the spray while the flame kernel “sheltered” behind the spark electrodes in the wake of the spray. “The ignition process was observed to be governed by the delayed formation, growth and transport of a flame kernel which spreads to complete the major portion of the burn only after the injection process has been completed.” Another result from that time period that hints at phenomena that we have reviewed in detail was Sinnamon’s suggestion – based on high-speed schlieren imaging of fuel sprays in a see-through optical DISC engine – that cyclic variation in the in-cylinder flow field could lead to ignition instability.\textsuperscript{110}

As reviewed here, the development and application of advanced optical diagnostics has led to a wealth of detailed and quantitative information on SGSC flows, sprays, mixture preparation, ignition and combustion. The insights have gone a long way toward understanding the sources of combustion instability that can still be problematic. The experimental results and insights have also aided the development of advanced numerical simulation tools with a strong physical basis and a significant degree of predictive capability.

**Summary and conclusions**

Direct injection and spark ignition of fuel under stratified charge (SC) conditions offers thermodynamic benefits that make this approach an attractive strategy towards improved internal combustion engines. The issue of combustion stability – in particular, rare (often \(<\ 1:1000\) cycles), apparently random misfires and partial burns that are not due to gross injection- or ignition-system failure – has plagued SC engines from the earliest attempts and continues to limit the maximum dilution and the range of injection and ignition timings that can be achieved in practice.

This review presented research done to understand combustion instabilities in spray-guided (SG) stratified-charge engines operated at part load with highly stratified fuel-air-residual mixtures. The primary emphasis has been on experimental work to identify and understand the
physical and chemical reasons for combustion instabilities. Modeling and simulation work has been integrated as well in order to illustrate the development of advanced models based on a wide range of experimental observations and the emergence of a comprehensive conceptual framework from the interplay of experiment and simulation.

In addition to traditional cylinder-pressure-based measurements and analysis, the principal experimental tools were advanced high-speed imaging diagnostics based on Mie scattering, particle image velocimetry, laser induced fluorescence, spark emission spectroscopy, and flame luminosity. Systematic applications of these techniques to a range of optical engine designs have provided multi-dimensional, crank-angle resolved measurements for hundreds of consecutive cycles, thereby enabling the capture of rare and random misfires and partial burns. In particular, fuel concentration, spark characteristics, velocity distributions, and flame imaging have been compared between well burning and misfired or partially burned cycles. This capability has enabled characterization and quantification of the sensitivity of ignition and flame propagation to strong, cyclically varying temporal and spatial gradients in the flow field and the fuel-air-residual mixture distribution. The experimental results and insights have been supplemented by and interpreted within the understanding of spray-guided ignition and combustion that emerges from recent numerical simulations with a new model (SparkCIMM) that highlights the importance of local conditions along and in the vicinity of the extended spark channel (equivalence ratio, dilution, temperature, convective velocity, and turbulent velocity and equivalence-ratio fluctuations) for successful ignition and early flame-kernel development.

During ignition and flame-kernel growth, the close injection-ignition coupling in SGSC engines produces high velocities and intense turbulence (up to an order of magnitude higher than in homogeneous-charge SI engines). The spark plasma (which can be dramatically stretched), the ignition kernel(s), and the growing flame all are subjected to steep and cyclically varying gradients in the liquid and vapor fuel concentrations and the velocity fields. These factors, which can produce unfavorable conditions for robust ignition and flame growth, are a central focus of this review.

Results from the four multi-hole-injection SGSC engines discussed here in detail indicate that combustion instability is dominated by factors that delay or inhibit the flame kernel from propagating into the main stratified fuel cloud while allowing the fuel cloud to lean out due to transport and mixing. We conclude that poor cycles are indeed characterized by combustion
instability and not ignition instability since an initial flame kernel has been observed in all cases. Specific factors for combustion instabilities identified here are (1) convective flow fluctuations that impede motion of the flame kernel toward the bulk of the fuel, (2) low flame speeds due to locally lean mixtures adjacent to the kernel, and (3) retarded ignition kernel development that allows further lean mixing. Detailed numerical simulation of ignition and early flame propagation under highly diluted spray-guided conditions using the SparkCIMM model revealed the favorability of surprisingly rich conditions (equivalence ratios as high as 4) and the suppression of laminar flame speed for lean conditions due to Lewis-number and curvature effects. These results suggest that locally lean mixtures may affect early flame kernels even more strongly than one might expect from intuition based on classical planar premixed flames. Overall dilution (with EGR in “real” engines and simulated in the optical engines with nitrogen) reduces flame speed and exacerbates the effect of the factors identified here.

Although most published work has been performed with gasoline or gasoline-surrogate fuels, results obtained with gasoline-ethanol blends contributed further insights to a common framework to explain the causes of rare combustion instabilities. Experiments using extraordinarily late injection and ignition timings for SGSC operation with ethanol-dominated fuels (e.g., E85) have demonstrated very low NOx and soot emissions. Heat-release analysis and high-speed imaging and PIV have revealed the importance of the spray-induced momentum and turbulent mixing at low engine speeds as well as the increasing contribution of fluctuations in the intake/compression-generated flow field to combustion instability with increasing engine speed. These experiments, in which the spray-induced mixing is clearly of great importance, also raise the interesting question of the comparative roles of partially premixed flame propagation and mixing-controlled combustion. 34, 55-58, 79

For multiple injections per cycle, simulation studies showed that, relative to single injection, double injection reduces spray penetration and thereby reduces piston wetting and engine-out soot emission; contains the fuel vapor more effectively within the piston bowl, which favorably affects both flame propagation and unburned HC emissions; increases the overall burning rate; and improves combustion stability. Specific factors by which multiple injection improves combustion stability include delivering rich mixture to the flame kernel formed from the previous injection(s); imposing a relatively well organized and well directed flow that drives the burning mixture into the piston bowl and toward the remaining fuel; and reducing turbulence
intensity during initial flame-kernel formation but increasing turbulence intensity and thereby increasing the overall burning rate after the final injection when the flame kernel is more robust. This is all a result of improved flexibility in tailoring the mixture cloud and its surrounding conditions. With their extremely fast response, piezo-electric injectors are particularly advantageous for multiple-injection strategies.

Although all SGSC engines that have so far gone into commercial production have used piezo-injectors with outwardly opening nozzles, less information is available in the open literature than for multi-hole SGSC engines. The major differences between these injector types in spray structure and in the interaction of the spray with the flow field and spark plug lead to significant fundamental differences in mixture formation, ignition and early flame-kernel development. With multi-hole injection, the nascent flame kernel must “chase the tail” of the fuel cloud as it moves rapidly downstream of the spark gap. This effect is much less pronounced with ignition in the characteristic recirculation vortex of piezo sprays, particularly when multi-pulse injection is used.

Flow-field fluctuations have emerged as a common element of combustion instability with both injection systems. Although the piezo spray structure is very stable when examined in quiescent spray test chambers, it appears that the interaction of the spray with the pre-injection flow field can affect the spray and have a strong impact on combustion stability. Indeed, this result, together with the results for multi-hole SGSC with ethanol-dominated fuel, makes clear that the interaction between the spray and the flow field goes both ways, with the spray and flow field influencing each other to varying degrees depending on such factors as engine speed, injected quantity, and injection timing. However, the limited quantitative information that has been published about SGSC operation with piezo-injectors does not allow us to draw firmer or more extensive conclusions.

In substantial contrast to the many multi-hole SGSC studies in which we have participated directly, one piezo-spray study showed that misfires were never due to extinction of a flame kernel once it had been formed. Misfires occurred only due to failure to ignite a flame kernel. The extent to which misfires in other piezo-injected SGSC engines are caused by the failure to ignite a flame kernel is unclear due to lack of systematic information in the literature.

The efforts reviewed here focused on the instabilities during the ignition-delay period associated with ignition and early flame-kernel growth. Less fundamental information is
available on the fully developed flame portion of the combustion event, where the mixing of the heterogeneous fuel-air mixture within the bowl becomes important. There is yet much to be learned about the effects of the in-cylinder flow cyclic variability, which is generated by the intake and compression strokes, by the late injection (near TDC) of the liquid spray, and by their interaction with the piston bowl. Flow-field variability has been shown to create ignition and flame-kernel variability. This is expected, in turn, to affect the main combustion period (say, >10% mass burned) by changing the state of mixing of the heterogeneous fuel-air distribution, as well as by changing the turbulence intensity encountered by a partially-premixed flame. This lack of information identifies a direction for future research.

In the end, the suspicions of Ricardo a century ago turn out to be true: stratified charge engines need to be designed and operated “just right” to work. A careful and delicate balance between a multitude of factors is required. As reviewed here, a key element in achieving that balance is conceptual and quantitative understanding of the complex and interacting phenomena that govern ignition and flame-kernel growth under the severe conditions that can occur in spray-guided stratified-charge engines.
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